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What a relief and sign of better things to come that restaurant
shows are finally returning to in-person events, unless some
unforeseen disaster hits us again.
Restaurants Canada has announced the rescheduling of its annual
trade show, the RC Show 2022, to May 9-11, 2022, at Toronto’s
Enercare Centre. Canada’s largest foodservice and hospitality event will continue to offer
both a virtual experience with NexTech AR Solutions, and in-person attendance.
“We are as eager as you are to get “back to a new normal” and understand the important
role the RC Show plays in the REVIVAL of the industry,” says Todd Barclay, president of
Restaurants Canada.
To ensure a smooth transition back to the event this May, the 2022 RC Show has
introduced Flex Passes, allowing attendees the option to attend in-person, virtually or
both. Restaurants Canada has made a significant investment to continue to deliver worldclass content at every turn, as well as new opportunities to connect, learn and grow, to
support the REVIVAL of the industry, such as a robust Buyers Program, RC’s new digital
365 Marketplace, where brands can connect with national and global buyers all year.
Attendees can also expect to find plenty of solution-based content both in-person and
online, covering a range of topics and issues that matter most to operators, as well as culinary
and bar competitions, signature events, a dynamic show floor, and a Pop-Up Experience
where guests will have the opportunity to learn about the latest concepts, business-building
solutions, technology, and innovative products while brands come to life through sampling
experiences.
Integrated contact tracing, increased sanitizing stations throughout the RC Show floor
and main foyer, vaccination requirements for entry, as well as additional safety procedures,
including improved air quality have all been implemented.
The joint show between the Manitoba Restaurant and Foodservice Association and the
Manitoba Hotel Association will also be returning to an in-person event on April 5th at
the Victoria Inn Hotel in Winnipeg. There will be a show floor full of new products, new
equipment, and new ideas for your establishment. Each year, the trade show brings together
all members of the hospitality and accommodation industries (hotels, restaurants, motels,
bars, clubs, legions, cafeterias and more) to experience a trade show that offers endless
opportunities to find new products and learn new ways to increase sales, expand product
offerings and reduce costs.
Let’s hope there are no glitches going forward and everyone can participate!
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FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

THE news
Kruger Products’ Gatineau Plant
Recognized with International 2021 CEM
Energy Management Insight Award

Hi Five Chicken Announces the Signing of an Additional
Six Franchise Locations for British Columbia
Hi Five Chicken is a 24 Hour fast-food chain that started in 2016. From its first location
in Vancouver to now having four restaurants open, the company has come a long way and
continues to grow. Hi Five Chicken has signed real estate commitments to open a minimum
of six more locations in B.C. with more on the way!
Hi Five Chicken announced their franchise expansion back in April 2021. In addition to
the three locations already open, Hi Five Chicken
will open on Broadway near Cambie Street in
Vancouver, Langley, Maple Ridge, Surrey, Coquitlam
and Richmond. The company is finalizing locations
on Vancouver Island as well. While the brand
plans to expand rapidly, it prides itself on its
original values — offering delicious food, outstanding
customer service, immaculate in-restaurant
experience and reasonable prices.
Dedicated to serving ‘the best’ fried and roasted
chicken, the company uses local suppliers, fresh
ingredients and chicken that is marinated for
36 hours. On the menu, you’ll find Regular and
Spicy Chicken and numerous sides and appetizers.
Hi Five also offers chicken sandwiches and wraps.
Hi Five Chicken’s, executive team of Milind
Palashetkar, Suraj Sharma, and Mono Moitra,
believe the company’s focus will always be serving
outstanding menu items regardless of whether
the location is corporately owned or a franchise
location. Hi Five Chicken guarantees a “love at first bite” experience, and with so many
delicious options to choose from, it seems just one visit won’t do!
“We are so excited to open additional franchise locations in 2022 which will allow us
to share this unbelievable brand with customers outside of the Vancouver and Burnaby
markets,” says company Chairman, Mono Moitra. “We started with one location in Vancouver
back in 2016 and it is because of our loyal customers and highly motivated service team,
we were able to open another three corporate locations. We want to share this brand with
franchisees who share the same vision and appetite for serving great chicken!”
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Pizza Hut and
Beyond Meat
Strengthen Partnership
Pizza Hut and Beyond Meat, Inc. have
launched plant-based Beyond Italian
Sausage Crumbles as a permanent offering
at Pizza Hut Canada locations nationwide.
Available on three Beyond Meat dishes,
Beyond Italian Sausage Crumbles are
designed to deliver the meaty texture and
mouthwatering savoury taste that fans
love about Pizza Hut’s traditional Italian
pork sausage. These new menu items are
exclusive to Pizza Hut and are back by
popular demand after a successful trial in
Toronto and Edmonton last summer.
“After seeing great excitement from
Pizza Hut fans across Toronto and Edmonton
last summer, we’re beyond thrilled to give
Canadian fans everywhere the opportunity
to try and fall in love with these Beyond
Meat menu items,” said Amy Rozinsky,
head of consumer marketing, Pizza
Hut Canada. “Pizza Hut and Beyond Meat
have a shared vision to innovate new and
exciting products that will delight our
guests. Beyond Italian Sausage Crumbles
offer a delicious plant-based twist on our
classic pork sausage that you’ll have to
taste to believe.”
For those who love to customize their
orders, Beyond Italian Sausage Crumbles
can also be added as a topping to any
existing pizza offerings of any size. Made
from simple plant-based ingredients
without GMOs, soy or gluten, Beyond
Italian Sausage Crumbles contain 20g of
protein per serving, derived from peas.
This national launch is part of a larger
global strategic partnership between Yum!
Brands, the parent company to Pizza Hut,
and Beyond Meat to create delicious and
innovative plant-based protein menu items
to meet the growing consumer demand for
more diverse protein options. Canada is the
second market to permanently offer Beyond
Meat menu items nationally. After a successful
trial of Beyond Meat Pizzas in the UK last
year, Pizza Hut brought them back as a
permanent menu option at all Pizza Hut UK
Delivery locations in July 2021.

wrn

Kruger Products L.P. was recognized with a 2021 Clean Energy Ministerial
(CEM) Energy Management Insight Award for efficient energy management at
its Gatineau, QC plant. This international award celebrates ISO 50001-certified
organizations who have provided a case study to share their experience.
Receiving the award demonstrates clean energy leadership, showcasing how
energy management projects deliver diverse benefits, including identifying
operational efficiencies, and helping to reduce
environmental footprints.
“The ISO 50001 standard allows our team
members to take control of energy use to
continually reduce costs and emissions, and
identify operational abnormalities much
earlier than before,” said Daniel Morneau,
general manager, Kruger Products Gatineau.
“These real time demand-response capabilities
and energy analytics have enabled us to reduce
38,800 metric tons of CO2 over five years.”
Addressing climate change is an imperative
at Kruger Products and is a key element of
Reimagine 2030, its sustainability plan to reduce its environmental footprint even
further. Within its manufacturing operations, mitigation efforts focus on improving
energy efficiency, deploying GHG mitigation technologies, and using renewable
energy. In 2019, their Gatineau plant achieved ISO 50001 certification for energy
management. Kruger Products was the first company in Canada to receive this
certification from the Bureau de normalisation du Québec (BNQ).

wrn

Mary Brown’s Chicken and
Lightlife Partner to Add PlantBased Offerings to the Menu
Mary Brown’s Chicken and Lightlife are partnering to
bring plant-based menu options for the first time to
Mary Brown’s stores across Canada. Mary Brown’s will
offer Lightlife plant-based Tenders on its menu as well
as Lightlife plant-based Sidekick Snack Sandwiches in
two flavour profiles. A growing segment of Canadians
are choosing a flexitarian diet — they eat meat and
poultry but are increasing their intake of plant-based
food. Mary Brown’s wanted to provide menu choices for
this emerging demographic. Hadi Chahin, Mary Brown’s
president and COO, explains, “We’re listening to what
Canadians are saying and how their food tastes are
changing. So while chicken is at the heart of our menu,
we also want to satisfy the cravings of guests who are
looking for delicious plant-based choices.”
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THE news
Trends Shaping Canada’s Restaurant and Hospitality Industry in 2022
As COVID-19 continues to significantly
impact the hospitality industry, how we
dine in 2022 continues to change. RC
Show reflects on the past year and looks
forward to getting ready for the months
ahead. With the theme of REVIVAL in
mind, Canada’s largest foodservice and
hospitality event has created its list of
top food trends and innovations that
will shape dining experiences and the
restaurant industry in 2022.

HERE’S A TASTE OF WHAT
YOU CAN EXPECT AT THE
RC SHOW AND FROM 2022
DINING EXPERIENCES:

were able to pivot to maintain their
businesses and keep customers satisfied,
with many of these changes set to last well
beyond the post-pandemic. Here are a few
of those changes that you can expect to
see going forward:
SPECIALTY DTC GROCERY GOODS
Some brands were able to weather the
lockdown better than others, by innovating
products and their overall business model,
adapting diner in-person experiences and
finding a way to bring products/experiences
directly to consumers’ doorsteps.

Food & Beverage Trends: This last year,
food and beverage trends centred around
comfort cuisine, touchless ordering and
the innovative technology to bring dining
experiences to our doorsteps. It was also a
year of awareness and health — both
personal and environmental — encouraging
consumers and companies to consider what
they were eating and serving respectively.
With the pandemic continuing to encourage
new ways to look at food, here’s what you
can expect moving forward:
BUZZLESS SPIRITS
Companies like Grüvi and Seedlip, are
looking to create more inclusive social
settings by creating delicious non-alcoholic beverages that can be consumed
anywhere, anytime. These new boundarypushing non-alcoholic spirits provide the
perfect alternative for patrons looking to
stay social without the alcohol count.
INGREDIENT AWARENESS
2022 consumers want to know what is
in the food they are consuming and they
want foods jam-packed with nutrients to
boot. They are demanding it.
ADAPTOGENIC FOOD & BEVERAGE
2022 is shaping up to be a new year of
prioritizing healthy, organic and simple but
quality food, beverages and ingredients. While
most foods tend to emphasize customers’
physical health, there is a growing shift
towards foods that also help your mental
well-being. Beverage brands like Boreal
Botanical Brewing are stepping the game
up with adaptogenic drinks, beverages that
contain ingredients which work to prevent
the effect of stress on the body.
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INOVATIVE AND RESPONSIBLE
PACKAGING
Packaging is also starting to get a
facelift with diners moving away from
traditional single-use plastics to more
sustainable alternatives.
FARM-TO-PHONE
Restaurants and food companies are
having to adapt to bring the dining experience to the customer’s front door. Another
way companies have evolved to meet
this demand is by bringing the freshest
produce from farm to doorstep, through
virtual farmers’ market apps such as Bae
Greens or brands such as Goodleaf, who
work to bring organic and vertically-grown
greens directly to the end-user all-year
round.

MOVES IN-PERSON/VIRTUAL EVENT
TO MAY 9-11, 2022
Restaurants Canada has rescheduled its annual trade show, the
RC Show 2022, to prioritize community safety surrounding
the recent spike in cases of COVID-19 and to continue with plans
to produce an exciting hybrid revival show. Now taking place May
9-11, 2022, Canada’s largest foodservice and hospitality event
will continue to offer both a virtual experience with NexTech AR
Solutions, and in-person attendance at Toronto’s Enercare Centre.
“We are as eager as you are to get “back to a new normal” and
understand the important role the RC Show plays in the REVIVAL of
the industry,” says Todd Barclay, president of Restaurants Canada.
“Though this year’s event offers a hybrid model, offering ease of
access for attendees across the country to log on remotely, we see
the value in face-to-face experiences. The additional time frame
allows us time to continue to develop the world-class content
guests have come to expect, as well as ensures the continued
safety and enjoyment of exhibitors and attendees, when we can
meet in-person again.”
To ensure a smooth transition back to the event this May, the
2022 RC Show has also introduced Flex Passes, allowing attendees

LOOK FOR THE UPCOMING
FEATURES IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
SPRING 2022

(Release date: April)
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TECHONOLOGY

RESTAURANT AND BEVERAGE KITS
& SUBSCRIPTIONS
Even though indoor dining has opened to
the public, not everyone is ready to return to
restaurants. Brands like Ascari Group have
met that challenge head on and now offer
custom kits filled to the brim with housemade fare, curated premium luxury food
products and premium spirits and mixes.

Technology was crucial to the restaurant
and hospitality industry during the pandemic,
as touchless ordering, digital menus and
food delivery became staples to keep
people staff. That won’t change in 2022.
ROBOT RETAIL
Robotics and AI have been making
strides across every industry and the
restaurant and hospitality sectors are no
exception. Robot retail is making its
way into our dining experiences — from
sanitation and disinfection to serving and
hosting, to ensure everyone’s safety.

SUSTAINABILITY
The pandemic saw diners proactively
seeking out brands that consider their
carbon footprints and their impact on the
environment. That level of consumer
awareness will not go away anytime soon
as consumers continue to make food
and beverages choices which are environmentally conscientious.
B2B WASTE REDUCTION PLATFORMS
Consumers and brands are finally working
together in an effort to reduce food waste
and make environmentally friendly dining
decisions. Apps such as Too Good to Go
give customers the option to connect with
restaurants and save surplus food from
going to waste.

SPECIALIZATION
It’s not news that brands and restaurants
have had to adapt to ensure their business
stays afloat. Innovative chefs and restaurants

others are reworking ingredients gone to
waste at their source to create completely
new meals. Upcycling and food scrap cooking
are leading the charge of reducing food
waste by contributing to a circular economy.

RC SHOW 2022

MEAL UPCYCLING
While some brands are working directly
with consumers to reduce food waste,

CONTACT-FREE EVERYTHING
The hospitality industry had to adapt
and fast, making services contactless at
every touchpoint. QR codes, touchless
menus and payment options are just some
of the new procedures that brands have
had to adopt.
365 DAYS OF ALFRESCO DINING
While some are choosing to remain at
home, many continue to flock back to
restaurants to reconnect with friends and
enjoy long awaited in-person dining
experiences. To help alleviate the stresses
of reduced indoor capacities on restaurants
and ease customers back into dining out
again, restaurants and bars are turning to
outdoor dining and businesses such as
Unichairs Inc. and Pop Up Street Patios to
help turn their limited outdoor spaces into
stunning temporary patios.
wrn

From trends to necessities and everything in between,

WE COVER THE ISSUES
THAT ARE IMPORTANT

SPRING 2022 ISSUE EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
the option to attend in-person, virtually or both. Restaurants
Canada has made a significant investment to continue to deliver
world-class content at every turn, as well as new opportunities to
connect, learn and grow, to support the REVIVAL of the industry,
such as a robust Buyers Program, RC’s new digital 365 Marketplace,
where brands can connect with national and global buyers all year.
Attendees can also expect to find plenty of solution-based
content both in-person and online, covering a range of topics and
issues that matter most to operators, as well as culinary and
bar competitions, signature events, a dynamic show floor, and a
Pop-Up Experience where guests will have the opportunity
to learn about the latest concepts, business-building solutions,
technology, and innovative products while brands come to life
through sampling experiences.
Those attending in-person can rest assured that keeping visitors safe remains a top priority for both RC Show and Enercare
Centre. Integrated contact tracing, increased sanitizing stations
throughout the RC Show floor and main foyer, vaccination
requirements for entry, as well as additional safety procedures,
including improved air quality have all been implemented.
Through these safety precautions, Restaurants Canada will be able
to produce a world-class event that is safely designed to revive the
foodservice and hospitality industry.
For more information about the upcoming RC Show,
visit www.rcshow.com.
wrn
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RC Show 2022, Canada’s Leading Foodservice Trade Event, is Preparing
to REVIVE the Industry with a World-Class Hybrid Showcase
RC Show 2022 will return to Toronto’s Enercare Centre from May 9 - 11, 2022, combining the
best of in-person and virtual. Along with a dynamic in-person trade show, top-quality
seminars, workshops, competitions and events, Restaurants Canada is also offering their
broadcast-quality programming virtually and will launch a digital 365 Marketplace, to connect
the industry all year.
CONFERENCE • TRADE SHOW • COMPETITIONS • EVENTS

What to Expect at RC Show 2022
•

**NEW** RC Show Flex Pass - Attend in-person, virtually or a
combination of both.

•

Inclusion of RC Leadership Conference Programming ($250 value)
across the main stages to further support the REVIVAL of the industry.

•

World-Class Programming; Explore the topics that matter most to
operators including, new revenue opportunities, restaurant
profitability, attracting and retaining labour, mental health, diversity,
equity and inclusion, sustainability and safety brought to you by over
150 expert speakers.

•

Over 700 top brands and product innovations and solutions to
explore and shop.

•

Pop Up Restaurant and Bar - a showcase of the most innovative
equipment, technology and post-COVID-19 revenue-generating
concepts and ideas.

•

RC Hospitality Week events - including the industry's largest
networking events, Opening Night Reception, Breakfast With
Champions and Industry Night Out.

•

Mixology, Sommelier, Barista and Culinary competitions.

The RC Show looks forward to welcoming the industry back safely in person, and has
been working closely with public health and the Enercare Centre to develop safety
procedures and protocols.
If you are a foodservice and hospitality professional, the RC Show is a MUST ATTEND event.

Don’t miss out! Register in advance at www.rcshow.com to save on tickets!
The RC Show is operated by Restaurants Canada, a national not-for-profit association representing Canada's diverse
and dynamic foodservice industry. All revenue generated goes directly back into supporting Canada's foodservice and
hospitality industry.

NEW DATES: MAY 9-11, 2022
Enercare Centre, Exhibition Place, Toronto

ATTEND IN-PERSON & VIRTUALLY

REGISTER NOW RCSHOW.COM

ON OUR COVER

FROM ITALY TO ALBERTA TO
NORTH AMERICA
Born in Italy, Martina grew up in a time and place where
meals were expressions of love and connection within
families and with those providing the best fresh ingredients
available. In 1992, he moved to Toronto and began his
career as an executive chef, later taking his skills to several
high-end restaurants in the boomtown of Calgary.
But then things changed. “I reached a point where
I didn’t feel satisfied in terms of what I was getting out
of life. Not necessarily the financial aspect, more of a
personal satisfaction,” Martina says. “I met the woman
whom I knew was the one and decided to figure out
what I was going to do next.”
“At the time it seemed most of the restaurants that
served breakfast in Calgary were playing it safe. I saw a
void – where breakfast should have been.”
In August of 2009, Martina took over a small restaurant space, established suppliers, and at seven in the

morning, on October 21st he opened his doors. In that
tiny space with only 36 seats, they did 1,400 covers in
the first full week.
Martina’s dream of establishing a breakfast restaurant
that prioritized connection, genuine food integrity and a
true farm-to-table approach was a runaway success.
People were lining up for breakfast, so in 2016, he
decided to open a second venue.
“I felt OEB deserved to be downtown, it was the right
time in Calgary to make a deal with the dip in the
oil industry, so I looked around and signed a deal with
Brookfield Properties at Fifth Avenue Place – 2,400 square
feet and a $1.4 million investment. We opened the doors
and people were still lining up, although for half the wait
time as before. We were clearly on the right track.”
In 2017 a third OEB opened in Calgary, and with his
new business partner, Christian Bullock, Martina began
to explore the possibilities of franchising with the understanding that there would be no give or take when it came

Renewing the
Connection
Between Farms, Fisheries and Food

C

hef and Founder of OEB Breakfast Co., Mauro
Martina, opened his first restaurant in Calgary in
2009 in a tiny, 36-seat space with the big dream of
making breakfast the most exciting culinary experience of
the day. Twelve years down the road and that dream has
become an almost larger-than-life reality with 10 OEBs
thriving across Canada, another in Arizona, and by the
end of this year, eight more opening — a phenomenal
feat especially when considering North America is still in
the middle of a pandemic.
“OEB is my labour of love,” says Martina. “In a world
where this important meal is often rushed, compromised
on, or skipped altogether, I want to fill the souls of our
guests with a truly uplifting breakfast experience so they
leave feeling better than when they came in, ready to take
on whatever the day may bring.”
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(Above) Mauro Martina, chef and founder,
OEB Breakfast Co.
Photographer: Brett Gilmour

THE STRENGTH
AND SUCCESS OF
OEB BREAKFAST CO.
WORDS: DEB DRAPER
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to the foundation of the company. The result was another
eight venues in the next four years, each one honouring
Martina’s vision while conveying a sense of location.
Every OEB Breakfast Co. menu features classics like
bennys, scram-blettes, and an outstanding selection of
breakfast poutine toppings like lobster, short rib, Ahi
tuna, balanced by lighter fare and vegan options. To start
2022, new items will feature on the menu: international
flavours like Breakfast Gnocchi, Chilaquiles, and Korean
Bulgogi Benny. Every menu item favours seasonal, fresh
ingredients at all costs. This is the promise that OEB
delivers to its customers.

English style banger sausages. I knew we had the
greatest eggs in the world, so all stores started selling 30
farm-fresh eggs for our customers to take home, an idea
I came up with in 2009 when we first opened.”
OEB managed to open two new stores during
COVID. “In Saskatoon the store was already built when
the pandemic hit,” explains Martina. “At first, we put on
the brakes, but our partners felt strongly that we should
proceed while taking into consideration every health
precaution. And we were already building in Burnaby,
B.C. so went ahead and opened there as well.”
By the end of 2022, OEB will have opened another
eight locations: North Vancouver and Kelowna in January,
Newport Beach, California in February, Toronto in March
and Winnipeg in May at 330 Main Street. Edmonton
Alberta will see its third OEB in June, Langley B.C. in
October and the second Toronto location in November.
“We’re just beginning to tap into the U.S. market,” says
Martina. “My team completely understands what OEB
is all about, including my corporate chef for the U.S.
Establishing connections with Santa Monica fishmongers
in order to seek the very best products and prices. Seeking
farmers at the farmers’ markets for the best tomatoes,

CONTINUING THROUGH COVID
When indoor dining wasn’t allowed, OEB went to
takeout and outdoor patios wherever possible. “We had
great customer support,” says Martina. “All we could do
was plow through and meet the challenges. This is when
creativity shines and the strength of a company comes to
the forefront. We’re entrepreneurs, we think outside the
box. We looked at our menu — what could we do with
takeout? We created a marketplace to sell whatever we
had available in-house: our double-smoked bacon, our

14
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lettuce, stone fruits, dairy, cheeses, honey farms and so on.”
“Our story has built trust with our patrons, farms and
suppliers. We have built co-op farms in Manitoba, all led
by Countryside Farms whose sole supply is to provide us
with our free run, Omega 3 enriched, all vegetarian egg
for all our stores across Canada. Based on a handshake
deal, they have been doing so for the last 12 years.”
It is this supplier, operator, and customer connection
that lies at the heart of the success
of OEB.
“We do everything possible to
keep the integrity of our menu; we
won’t compromise,” shares Martina.
“Our russet potatoes are all cooked
in duck fat, and right now that’s
costing us $100 to fill each fryer.
I need to be able to see what’s
happening from both sides, and
keep my feet on the ground.
If the franchisee has something to
say, I need to understand why
they’re saying it. I do own a store;
I do feel a pinch sometimes when a
price skyrockets, especially now
with COVID.
I get shot in the foot just like everyone else, but we
won’t let down the quality and integrity of our food.”
Martina never loses sight of this and continues as the
owner of the Calgary Bridgeland OEB location.

SPRING MENU
WORDS: ANNE-MARIE HARDIE

“When a problem comes up with supply, I say we go
straight to the source, see if we can make things happen,
maybe create co-ops so everyone can benefit, sit down
with the farmers and hammer out a deal to supply all our
locations with the same excellent product, maybe help
facilitate a distributor for that farmer so everyone wins.”
It’s been an incredible journey for OEB Breakfast Co.
and that journey continues as customers across North
America are embracing the heart behind Martina’s vision
— the connection amongst all of us, to cherish our farms,
appreciate the ingredients in food delivered with artistry
and passion. WRN

NEW BEGINNINGS
S

pring infuses restaurants with new energy, as the
warming weather brings forward the potential for
fresh starts.
“Spring is a time of renewal, which means that seasonal
ingredients take centre stage,” says Michael Ste. Marie,
director sales, Canada, Lamb Weston. “Fresh fruits like berries
and tropical fruits, greens, and vegetables like asparagus
and artichokes trend in the spring.”
It’s about integrating spring flavours throughout the menu,
including proteins, produce, appetizers and beverages.

GET READY FOR PATIO SEASON
As the weather begins to warm up, consumers will be
eager to return to their outdoor dining. “There’s nothing
better than the first patio visit of the season when what
normally would feel cold in the fall, feels beautiful and
warm in the spring,” says Victoria Ross, senior manager,
marketing, Wholesale Club. Restaurants can prepare for
this by ensuring that their space is well equipped for spring,
including outdoor furniture, umbrellas, and heaters for
days when the weather is a bit cooler. Creating a menu
16
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Restaurants
Generate
Consumer
Engagement
by Infusing
Meals with
Spirit of Spring

specifically for the patio is also a fun way to engage your
consumers in the spirit of the season. Wholesale Club’s
Sunspun line has a selection of appetizers that are ideal for
outdoor eating, including French fries to make the perfect
poutine, onion rings, and nachos.
“Spring is the perfect time to get people excited about
barbecue and smoking different meats,” says Barry Rooney,
chief operating officer, To-Le-Do Food Service. “Chefs can
tap into this enthusiasm by introducing smoked meats on
the menu, including braised Texas-style brisket, smoked
pork shoulder, and smoked beef chunk short ribs.”
Introducing a grilled menu is a great way to reinvigorate
the menu.
“It’s important to remember that grilling not only changes
the eating experience for animal proteins but can be used to
create unique, impactful vegetable and fruit-based eating
experiences. Don’t limit grilling just to meat,” says
Ste. Marie. When developing meals, don’t forget about the
appetizers and sides; there’s nothing more exciting than
biting into a dish which is prepared in a new style.
continued on page 20
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Available only at your local

sunspun®
mountain-grown
or 100% Colombian
coffee
40 x 39 g /42 x 45 g

sunspun®
margarine
soybean soft
13 kg

Free Business Membership. No Minimum Order Required.

•✓✓
•✓
•✓
•
•✓

No Membership Fee.
No Minimum Order.
Restaurant Quality Products.
Product sold by the each,
Club Pack, case or pallet.
Wholesale pricing and savings
through our Multi-unit discounts
on thousands of items.

•✓
•✓✓
•✓
•
•✓

Fast check out and efficient store layout to
minimize your time away from your business.
Extended opening hours for your convenience.

sunspun®
ground
cinnamon
490 g

Delicious
Peach Mufﬁns
canned peaches are
a delicious way to add variety to
your muffins. Just fold well-drained
sunspun peaches into your favourite
muffin recipe. Or, try a different
sunpun canned fruit like pineapple,
pear, or mandarin orange. For an
even fruitier flavour you can use the
remaining canned juice to replace an
equal amount of milk.

Priced to
add value to
your menu.

sunspun®
choice
peach slices
2.84 L

Commitment to food safety.
Great value on our Sunspun brands, no name
and many other private label products.
Focus on your business and leave the
shopping to us with PC Express.

sunspun®
enriched
all purpose
flour
20 kg

sunspun®
canola oil
16 L

visit wholesaleclub.ca for store locations, store hours, flyers and more.

CULTIVATE CONNECTIONS WITH
HOLIDAY MENUS
Spring is bursting with celebrations providing an opportunity for restaurants to offer special menus and memorable
experiences. “Spring brings with several holidays, including
St. Patrick’s Day, Easter, Passover, Cinco de Mayo, and Mother’s
Day,” says Ste. Marie “Restaurant
guests will be looking for the
favourites that go along with these
holidays, as well as twists on the
familiar, like Irish Egg Rolls, Smoky
Carne Asada Fries (featuring Lamb
Weston’s Stealth Fries 5/16” Thin
Regular Cut Skin-On), Irish Loaded
Fries/Nachos, Lox and Cream Cheese
Toast (featuring Lamb Weston’s
Waffled Hash Brown), Corned Beef
& Cabbage Bistro Sliders (featuring Lamb Weston’s Lamb’s
Supremee Original Mashed).” Chefs can tap into these holidays
by offering special dishes, themed appetizers and holiday-centric
beverages drawing customers into the space to celebrate.

INTEGRATING PREPARED PRODUCTS TO
RESPOND TO LABOUR CHALLENGES
The new reality is that restaurants face several challenges,
including labour shortages and supply issues, making planning
and delivering new menus complicated.
“Complex proteins like pulled pork, diced beef, pot roasts and
half chickens have been a challenge for kitchens to put on the
menu at the best of times,” says Jamie Mitchell, director of sales
operations and marketing, Cardinal Meat Specialists. “Dealing
with raw challenging raw materials, having to prep, marinade,
sauce, spice & cook products to create consistent menu items,
along with the time and cost involved has kept many kitchens
from offering these types of patron favourites.”
The pandemic has accelerated this challenge as chefs are faced
with a labour shortage that makes preparing complex meals inaccessible.

is a blast of creativity in the spring as we look forward to creating
dishes with the infusion of fresh and new products.”
When developing the menu, Thienes, considers the beverages
that will be paired with the meal. The restaurant’s alcoholic offerings shift to lighter flavours, like white wines, roses, and cocktails
made with gin and vodka. They also offer mocktail versions of
their favourite cocktails, often infused with fresh products, including peas, honeysuckle, berries, and cucumbers. One of their
favourite beverages is a berry iced tea made in large batches and
is infused with fresh fruits, lemons, and herbs.
By sourcing locally, Harvest Eatery has strengthened connections with both their customers and the local community while
remaining insulated from the supply challenges that other restaurants have been faced with.
Lamb Weston notes that guests look for favourites
that go along with spring holidays, as well as
twists on the familiar.

“Based on what I’m seeing, menus have shrunk dramatically
since the pandemic,” says Mitchell. “I think the biggest factor is
building features back into the menu and trying to do that with
the limitations that they are currently experiencing.” Cardinal’s
Safe Sous Vide fully cooked line of proteins eliminates complexity, reduces preparation and cooking time, enabling restaurants to
provide new and popular offerings back on their menu.
To-Le-Do Food Service also provides a line of meat products
that can help diminish the preparation time, while providing
consumers with the flavour experiences that they crave. “Certified Angus Beef makes a
line of fully-cooked, ready
to serve products focusing
on high quality beef.
These prepared products
include brisket are perfectly
cooked and guarantee
incredible flavour, every
time,” says Rooney.
These protein dishes are
perfectly paired with sides
and appetizers that embody
the fresh flavours of spring.
Braised Texas-style brisket is one of
“Delicious local produce
the smoked meats that To-Le-Do
and fruit are one of the Food Service recommends adds to
highlights of spring,” says the spring menu.
Ross. “Restaurants can let
their dishes sing with the flavours of scrumptious local produce
and fruit, which can be sourced at their local Wholesale Club.”
Spring is also a time when consumers want lighter meals including
salads and meals infused with herbs, local produce, and fruit.

ELEVATE THE MENU WITH BEVERAGES

Harvest Eatery and the Blind Boar prides itself in sourcing
80-90 per cent local products.

One way to infuse the feeling of spring into the menu is by
introducing innovative beverage offerings. “Iced coffee trend continues to be very strong, but what we’re starting to see is more
innovation around flavours and signature pairings,” says Dave
McQuillin, director of sales and business development, Club Coffee. “The whole layered innovation, with multiple flavours, is
picking up steam and is most likely driven by millennials.”
Syrups are a great way to create excitement and a memorable
drink experience for consumers. For spring, restaurants would
benefit by focusing on lighter notes, like botanical and fruitinspired syrups.
“Espresso is the quickest way to create a high-quality beverage
experience,” says David De Sanctis, corporate barista and academy

trainer, Faema Canada. “It is a product that can easily be transformed with a small amount of syrup, milk, and then poured over
ice.” When it comes to creating iced tea beverages, it is about looking at which syrups will bring forward that springtime feeling.
There is also an increased interest in certification, shared
McQuillin, specifically Rainforest Alliance and Fair Trade, as consumers want the affirmation that the products that they consume
were produced sustainably.
When it comes to creating spring beverages and meals, it’s
about inviting guests to explore new experiences. Restaurants can
respond to this need by infusing their menu and environment,
with the spirit of spring. WRN

EMBRACING THE SEASONS: HARVEST
EATERY AND THE BLIND BOAR

The Sunspun line from Wholesale Club has a selection of appetizers
that are ideal for outdoor eating.
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Based in Shaunavon, SK, Harvest Eatery and the Blind Boar is
a restaurant that embraces seasons. The restaurant prides itself in
sourcing 80-90 per cent local products, which means that the
menu evolves with what is available.“Spring is a major transitional
season, the meats are lighter and fresher tasting, and all of the
produce is new and fresh,” says Chef Garrett ‘Rusty’ Thienes.
The menu includes items that are grown by local farmers and foraged, including fiddleheads, young cattails, and rhubarb. “There
wrn

wrn
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FARM TO TABLE
WORDS: CAROLYN CAMILLERI

While true “farm to table” may not
be practical for every restaurant,
you can still promote your
connections to the people who
provide your ingredients

C

hefs browsing market stalls and farmers delivering
directly to kitchens has a kind of romantic, cinema
appeal that is attracting chefs around the country.
But let’s face it, no matter the appeal, it is not always
practical or even possible in many cases. Sure, you can
connect to a local farmer for your seasonal produce or
meats but having a whole farmto-table menu is expensive and
challenging to plan unless you
are actually located on a farm
or at least in a rural community.
The key reasons for the farmto-table appeal — supporting
farmers and the local economy,
accessing ultra-fresh and organic
ingredients, fewer greenhouse
gas emissions from transport
— still need to be balanced
against cost, consistency, and
availability. However, you can
still achieve a certain level of
authenticity and conscientiousness when it comes to featuring
local, sustainable products on
your menu — without relocating to the countryside.

BACK

TO THE

LAND

PROMOTE YOUR CANADIAN CHICKEN
Canadian chicken is great example of how you can support local farmers.
“Whenever restaurants work directly with Canadian
chicken, they are working directly with farmers,” says Lisa
Bishop-Spencer, director of brand and communications
for Chicken Farmers of Canada. “While some restaurants
do work directly with smaller growers — sometimes
for specialty breeds — the vast majority work with
their processors.”
She adds that if chicken is being purchased fresh, the
likelihood is that the product is local.
“The further away from fresh, the more likely it is to
be coming from further away — sometimes not even
Canada,” she says.
The bigger priority for consumers is that the chicken
being served is, in fact, Canadian chicken.
wrn
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“A Leger survey from last year indicated that 93 per cent
of consumers were searching for Canadian meat products,”
says Bishop-Spencer. “This is consistent with our research
over the last decade or so.”
If you want to support Canadian chicken farmers, it’s as
easy as using the “Raised by a Canadian Farmer” logo on
your menu.
“It is the single, most direct way for restaurants to
demonstrate that they are delivering on consumer expectations,” she says. “The logo conveys ‘localness’ to consumers
and shows them that the chicken they’re buying is sourced
from farmers they can trust.”
That trust is important.
“Canadian chicken farmers are committed to quality, and
all are working within mandatory, enforceable, and thirdparty audited food safety and animal care programs,” says
Bishop-Spencer. “By ensuring that the chicken used in
their dishes is, in fact, Canadian broiler chicken, and by
using the ‘Raised by a Canadian Farmer’ logo, restaurants
can participate in the narrative that surrounds our quality
chicken that stands for excellence in food safety, animal
care, and sustainability excellence.”

KNOW THE STORY BEHIND
THE INGREDIENTS
The stories behind the products you use continue to
capture consumer attention.
“Consumers have been awakened to the benefits of
understanding where their food is grown,” says Patricia
Thompson, vice-president of sales and marketing for King
Cole Ducks.” It creates a relationship and a feeling of trust,
and it encourages ‘local Canadian’ purchases.”
Even if the farm is in a different province, like King Cole
Ducks, which is located in Ontario.
“Although we love to work directly with chefs to tell our
story of our family farm, what we do and why we do it, we
still need distributors to get our ducks to the restaurant,” says
Thompson. “Where we have seen an encouraging trend is
the interest in where food comes from, how it is farmed, and
how we can work together. Customers, end users, and
distributors are paying much closer attention to the product
they serve, and they care about our farm-to-fork story. They
appreciate that our 70 years of duck farming experience
translates into good food.”

King Cole Ducks notes that consumers have
been awakened to the benefits of understanding
where their food is grown.
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Using Canadian broiler chicken is one way restaurants can participate in
the narrative that surrounds Canada’s quality chicken.

Executive Chef Terry Port is someone with great
appreciation for farmers like King Cole Ducks.
“Duck is something that has become synonymous with
my career,” says Port. “I have always had duck as part of my
menus wherever I go, and the evolution of the dish where
I’m utilizing King Cole Ducks has been something that’s
been ongoing for probably 10, 15 years.”
He is referring to his renowned Tea Smoked Duck, just
one of the dishes he makes using duck specifically from
King Cole Ducks.
“It’s being able to actually see the farm where duck came
from that we are using and do the tour and meet the
whole Conzelmann family — they’re
all incredible people,” says Port. “An
amazing experience, an amazing family,
and an amazing product.”
The experience of meeting and
getting to know the farmers and seeing
the operation forms a trust and a bond
that isn’t there otherwise, he adds.
“When you’re buying from some of
the big distributors, you are oftentimes
just a number and there is no trust
— there is no relationship,” says Port.
“When you do actually meet the farmer
and the people responsible for bringing
that product to light and you get a sense
of who they are and what kind of integrity that they bring Executive Chef
Terry Port
to the table, it takes things to another level completely.”
It’s an experience that can be passed on to diners.
“When I then actually talk to the guests that I am
feeding, I can say, ‘Hey, I was there. I saw the farm. I know
for a fact that they’re treating their animals humanely, that
they’re not adding whatever additives to their foods.’ And
I can speak to that firsthand.”
Highlighting farmers is something Port would like to see
happen more.
“A lot of the times it’s the chef that’s celebrated for
bringing these quality flavours together, and realistically, the
farmer has just as much say in the quality and the high-end
version of something as the chef,” says Port. “They both go
hand in hand, and one cannot do without the other.”
Establishing and nurturing relationships with the farmers
that grow and raise the ingredients is important, whether its
duck from Ontario or produce picked fresh from the
Okanagan Valley. WRN
wrn

BRUNCH
WORDS: ROBIN BRUNET

MID-MORNING
SOLACE

D

uring the height of the pandemic, restaurants
that offered brunch faced significant challenges
because of the strict prohibition on buffet service.
But brunch had always been a popular occasion for
patrons and a lucrative source of income to restaurateurs.
Now, with the re-opening of buffet service, brunch has
come roaring back and this time with an increased focus
on comfort foods.
The trend was identified during the early days of the
pandemic, when McKinsey & Company in a May 19,
2020 report detailing the steps locked-down restaurants
should take to stay afloat stated that new menus should
“emphasize core items and comfort foods.”
But what is the appeal of the brunch setting? David
Shahid, vice-president, foodservice and industrial sales
for Burnbrae Farms Limited, says, “Brunch and breakfast
are definitely on the rise in the restaurant sector because
they were the first segments affected by the lockdowns
and were the first to recover.”
wrn

BRUNCH IS GREAT FOR
MAXIMIZING PROFITS
AND SATISFYING
COMFORT CRAVINGS
Plus, brunch is arguably the most versatile of all dining
experiences – and customers more than ever are trying
to claw back choice in their lives.
“I believe anything is fair game at brunch, which is
why it is so popular,” says Jenna Kolanda, corporate chef
for Hershey Foodservice. “Consumers are able to satisfy
a mix of cravings all at one meal. Whether it be sweet or
savory, hot or cold, spicy or mild, dishes that are able to
combine flavours, textures, and eating experiences are
the true winners here.” She cites as examples toffeeencrusted chicken and waffles, or fresh seasonal berries
with a chocolate balsamic drizzle.
David Cocker, corporate research chef and business
development manager at Reuven International, notes
that the best comfort foods are no longer what one
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would expect of a generation ago. “The definition of
comfort foods has changed over the years, with global
flavours becoming center stage,” he says. “For example,
comfort dishes like pho, Thai green beef curry and dan
dan beef noodles are gaining traction.”
On that score, Reuven has a new lineup of fully cooked,
halal certified, beef products made using lean cuts, resulting in flavorful and tender beef that is versatile and convenient. The products are a fully cooked lean ground beef,
fully cooked diced beef, fully cooked beef strips, and fully
cooked shredded beef (all grass fed with no fillers).
Cocker suggests that making smaller tapas style dishes
for brunch with a lower food cost gives customers the
options of buying two or three dishes opposed to one.
“Offering shareable sides and appetizers will also appeal
to the larger brunch groups,” he says. “Also, adding small
gourmet touches to your staple brunch offerings allows
you to charge a premium for those small areas of focus.
It can be as simple as adding a parmesan truffle glaze on
your home fries, which allows you to charge a premium
for that offering at a minimal food cost.”
As exotic as comfort foods — and brunches – can be,
Kolanda urges restaurateurs not to abandon tradition
altogether.

Eggs for brunch
have never been this convenient.
Scrambled, hard boiled, omelettes and quiches…no matter the preparation, we know eggs are
a favourite breakfast and brunch staple. Our wide variety of fully-prepared menu solutions helps you
create memorable breakfast and brunch experiences, and save on labour – just heat and serve!
Add to a breakfast board and create a unique, customizable and shareable breakfast experience
in just minutes. Or create custom food boxes for takeout, inviting customers to recreate a delicious
brunch at home, with easy-to-follow instructions. With Burnbrae FarmsTM portfolio of products,
the possibilities are endless and the results are quick.

S’mores are a great comfort food that can be
incorporated into the menu in many ways.

groupings that chefs can either mimic or elaborate on in
order to give customers a charcuterie experience. “The
great thing about this option is that you can use so many
ingredients in your kitchen – as well as Burnbrae egg
products - and only one person is needed to assemble a
board,” Shahid says, adding that eggs are increasingly
becoming centre-of-plate in many dishes.
Brunch used to be a Sunday meal designed to bring

BRUNCH IS AN IDEAL VENUE FOR EXPERIMENTATION, IT’S
AN OPPORTUNITY TO COMBINE A HUGE VARIETY OF FOODS
— AND IT’S FUN. IN SHORT: IT’S AN INDISPENSIBLE OPTION
FOR RESTAURATEURS MOVING FORWARD.

Burnbrae
Farms offers
a variety of
breakfast
boards.
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“Consumers are also
looking for nostalgia,” she
says. “S’mores is a food and
flavour profile that first
comes to mind, as so many
people can relate to the
experience in some way or
another and often associate
it with a specific memory.
This can be incorporated
onto menus in many different ways, ranging from a
dessert like a s’mores trifle, to a breakfast plate of s’mores
French toast. It’s also a starting place that restaurants can
build on to make a menu item their own: operators can
try using a Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup instead of the
classic Hershey’s Chocolate Bar, or flavoured and homemade marshmallows.” Also, Skor Toffee Bits are a fun
way to add a sweet and salty spin to some brunch
favourites like pancakes, French toast, and granola.
As for maximizing brunch’s profit potential, Kolanda
says, “Keep it simple, but with something to differentiate
yourself from others. People are looking to leave brunch
feeling full and satisfied, both physically and emotionally.
So being able to connect with consumers on an emotional level is really important.”
With eggs being the perennial favourite of breakfast/
brunch patrons, Burnbrae Farms offers restaurants a
variety of breakfast boards: visual presentations of food

families together; today, while the gathering aspect
remains, it is first and foremost a great way to boost profits
as we continue to emerge from the pandemic. It’s an ideal
venue for experimentation, it’s an opportunity to combine
a huge variety of foods – and it’s fun. In short: it’s an
indispensible option for restaurateurs moving forward. WRN

Fully-cooked lean ground beef, fully-cooked diced beef,
fully-cooked beef strips and fully-cooked shredded beef
are part of a new lineup of fully-cooked, halal certified
beef products from Reuven International.
wrn

T H E B U S I N E S S O F E G G S™
burnbraefarmsfoodservice.com

| 1 800 666-5979

*VOTED MOST TRUSTED
EGG BRAND BY CANADIAN
SHOPPERS BASED ON
THE BRANDSPARK®
CANADIAN TRUST STUDY,
2021 AND 2020.

DAIRY & ALTERNATIVES
WORDS: FRANK YEO

The Canadian Dairy
Industry Gains Momentum

Canada’s Dairy Gem
M

any may be unaware of how large and diverse the
Canadian dairy industry is, let alone the quality of
products produced.
The Canadian dairy sector contributes approximately $19.9
billion yearly to Canada’s GDP. On average, two-thirds of
Canadian dairy produced is sold as fluid milk while the remaining
one-third is refined into other dairy products such as milk,
cheese, and butter. Canada also imports $957.2 million of dairy
products, much of which is cheese from Europe where the
relatively new Canada-EU Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA), which was signed in 2016 and entered into
force in 2017, has allowed for more imported products.
Meanwhile, in North America, Canada has lost the first-ever
dispute case under the new North American trade agreement, with
a panel siding with the U.S. and saying Ottawa flouted part of its
obligation to open the dairy market. The Canadian government also
claimed a partial victory: It noted that the panel otherwise upheld
Canada’s system of supply management of its dairy sector.
wrn
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David Beaudoin,
Canadian Cheese Ambassador

INDUSTRY CONSOLIDATION
On a corporate level, the industry is
undergoing some consolidation with
Lactalis Canada Inc. — the Canadian dairy
leader behind iconic brands such as
Cracker Barrel, Black Diamond, Balderson,
Astro and Lactantia and a subsidiary of
France-based Lactalis Group — adding
Kraft Heinz’s Grated cheese business to its
growing portfolio as part of the Group’s
U.S. affiliate completing its acquisition of
Kraft Heinz’s Natural, Grated, Cultured
and Specialty cheese businesses in the
United States and entire international
cheese business outside North America.
The acquisition includes the Kraft
Heinz Grated cheese business in Canada,
marking Lactalis Canada’s entry into the
ambient category — a first for the dairy
leader. As part of this transaction, Lactalis
Canada acquires production capability
which remains at Kraft Heinz’s plant in
Montreal, Quebec.
“The integration of Kraft Heinz’s Grated
cheese business enhances Lactalis Canada’s capacity and capability to provide

Canadian consumers with quality household brands and perfectly complements
our growing portfolio of broad-based dairy
products with the addition of parmesan,”
said Mark Taylor, president & CEO,
Lactalis Canada. “As the third largest
branded retail manufacturer in Canada,
this transaction reinforces our long-term
investment in Canada and its food processing
sector and marks Lactalis Canada’s foray
into this part of the category.”
The addition of the Kraft Heinz Grated
cheese business builds on Lactalis Canada’s
growth strategy that includes the 2019
acquisition of Kraft Heinz Canada’s
Natural cheese business which included
the Cracker Barrel, P’tit Québec and
aMOOza! brands as well as the March
2021 acquisition of Agropur’s Ultima
Foods Inc. comprising the IÖGO, IÖGO
nanö and Olympic brands.

DAIRY PRICES MAY
BE GOING UP
Restaurant operators may soon see price
increases for dairy products as farm-gate
price increases work their way through to
processors. While some have speculated
that may lead to more illegal sales of
dairy products, Lucie Boileau, director,
communications with the Dairy Farmers
of Canada says, “The increase is equivalent
to six cents per litre of milk at farm-gate.
If restaurants were to fully pass the change
in the farm-gate price along to customers,
it would result in an increase of just a
penny per glass of milk, or a four-cent
increase in the price of a medium pizza.”
This adjustment of the farm-gate price,
she says, is not to augment profit. “It is
strictly to help offset a significant rise in
production costs incurred by farmers
since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic
– for instance, price of cattle feed has
risen by 27 per cent over the past two
years, fuel by 30 per cent, machinery by

19.5 per cent, and seeds for crops by 20
per cent.” It is important says Boileau to
understand “that the cost of production
can go both ways, and if they go down, so
will the farm-gate price for milk.”
While the consumer price index for
dairy has increased during the pandemic
period, it remains lower than the CPI for
many other food products. In the last five
years, the consumer price index for dairy
products has risen by only 7.4 per cent,
whereas the consumer price index for food
in general has risen by 9.5 per cent. The
increase in the dairy CPI over the past five
years was much less than what was seen for
other protein foods, says Boileau.

one of the nation’s biggest processors
brought the Blue Cow to even more
brands in its portfolio: Lactalis Canada
added the Blue Cow to Astro and Stoneyfield yogurts, as well as its historic Balderson cheese line.”
Like in most western countries, consumption of fluid milk in Canada is in
decline due to several different factors
including change in demographics and in
consumption habits. However, other
dairy products are seeing a continuous
increase in sales. Noticeable among these
are lactose-free milk, cream, sour cream,
and natural cheese.

CANADIAN ARTISANAL
CHEESES ON THE RISE

DAIRY ALTERNATIVES
Restaurants, of course, must cater to a
wide range of consumer preferences and
now offer vegan or plant-based dairy
alternatives, whether for lactose intolerance or other issues. While these products
do not have the same nutritional profile
as milk-based products, they closely
resemble their dairy counterparts which
has raised concern among dairy producers
of unfair marketing practices. The
Canadian federal government, however,
has strict regulations about what can be
labeled as cheese or milk. The Dairy
Farmers of Canada have also spent a great
deal of effort to promote the industry’s
Blue Cow logo.
“We continue to see a great consumer
interest in products marked with DFC’s
blue cow logo – the logo is emblematic
of the dairy industry’s commitment to
excellence, and it’s crucial to demonstrating
the value of Canadian dairy farmers and
their products to Canadians,” says
Boileau. “In just three and a half years, it
has become one of the most recognized
brands in Canada. This year we welcomed
Pizza Pizza and Pizza Nova to our Blue
Cow family of over 8700 products. Also,

David Beaudoin is widely known as the
Canadian Cheese Ambassador aka. “The
Squeaky Cheese Guy” and is one of the
country’s foremost experts on artisanal
cheeses. He spends a lot of time educating
chefs, chef associations, and students on
all Canadian Cheese, from farm to table,
and everything in between, including
pairings with wine, beer, cider, and spirits.

Natural Pastures Cheese is one of the
oldest cheesemakers in BC.

CANADIAN CHEESE DIRECTORY

He says the industry has gained real
momentum with now hundreds of new
varieties on the market.
Of these, he makes note of Natural Pastures Cheese, one of the oldest cheese
makers in BC, and have grown to be
making outstanding, consistent, and
unique cheeses for the whole country.
“Aged Farmhouse is one of my personal
favourites, as it is sharp, crumbly, with

Chefs can access information on Canadian artisanal cheese production from the
Canadian Cheese Directory, a comprehensive database dedicated solely to Canadian
cheeses made from cow, goat, sheep, or buffalo milk.
More than 1,050 cheeses are listed in the Canadian Cheese Directory. The several
varieties of cheese have been established according to guidelines including the type of
milk, the cheese category, the milk treatment, the fat content, the ripening period,
and the production method.
In Canada, cheeses are classified according to the moisture content. Most Canadian
cheeses fall into the firm, soft or semi-soft cheese category. The distribution by
moisture content of cheese breaks down into soft 26 per cent, semi-soft 22 per cent,
fresh 11 per cent, hard four per cent, blue-veined two per cent and firm 35 per cent.
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crystals of calcium lactate… a great bite,
sweet, slightly fruity and tangy, and bold.
It is a treat for the taste buds.”
Also from Natural Pastures Cheese is
the Smoked Boerenkaas, a younger
version of Aged Farmhouse called
Boerenkaas, which means “farmers
cheese”, naturally smoked with apple
wood. “This has a sweet, creamy texture
like no others. My favourite smoked
cheese in Canada.”
He says the company’s Brie is “just perfect every time… soft, slightly runny as it
ages… earthy and creamy, just a delight.”
A relative newcomer to the market is
Creekside Dairy and Creamery. “Their
milk of slightly over 100 brown swiss
cows is just outstanding. Happy animals
that produce amazing, tasty milk, which
also goes into the cheese. Their Creekside
Raclette is the first in BC to be fully
ripened in actual underground caves with
the right humidity to create amazing,
washed rind cheeses in 10 kg wheels.
As they have just opened, their cheeses
have not had the chance to mature long,
but this is one of the most promising
and exciting cheese these days. I have
used it lots for special seminars, and
people also loved it.”
The story and origin of the recipes
also is fantastic, taking over from Florian
French cheesemakers from the French
alps who started La Belle Vallée in
Quesnel, and sold to them, while passing
on his knowledge and passion.
A pioneer of sustainability, farmstead,
organic, and stewardship of the land is
Kootenay Meadows who produce the
only “Beaufort d’Alpage Style” cheese in
Canada. “Their Alpindon is made only
from summer pastured cows milk, with a
nice dark off white straw colour, and a
beautiful earthy washed rind that give the
cheese an amazing aroma and long lasting deep finish… It truly is a gift of the
Alpine, especially that Creston BC, is
pretty much the alpines of our country.”
Beaudoin points to their mountain
grana as outstanding and one of rare great
Grana style in Canada.
As Beaudoin says, there are now
hundreds of cheeses available, such as
Bocconcini, Burrata and Pepper Cacciotta
from Luigi at Tanto Latte, Tiger blue
from Poplar Grove Cheese, Emmental
from Triple Island Farms, Heidi and
clothbound cheddar from Farmhouse
Cheese to name just a few. WRN

Best Bets for Wine and
Cheese Pairings
Beaujolais
Brie, Camembert, goat cheese
Cabernet Franc
Blue, Brie, Camembert, Cheddar,
Fontina, goat cheese, Gorgonzola,
Port Salut, Swiss
Cabernet Sauvignon
Camembert, Cheddar, Colby, Danish
Blue, Gorgonzola, Gouda, Parmesan,
Blue cheese, Roquefort
Chardonnay
Brie, Camembert, goat cheese, Gouda,
Gruyere, Parmesan, Provolone
Chenin Blanc
Camembert, goat cheese, Graddost
Dessert Wine
Crème Fraiche, Mascarpone, or shake
it up with a salty/sweet combo. and
consider a crumble or two of blue
cheese
Gewurztraminer
Boursin, Camembert, Chevre,
Muenster, Swiss, Wensleydale
Merlot
Brie, Camembert, Cheddar,
Gorgonzola, Gouda, Gruyere,
Jarlsberg, Parmesan
Pinot Blanc
Brie, Camembert, Feta
Pinot Gris
aged Cheddar, Asiago, Edam, goat
cheese, Gouda, Mozzarella, Muenster,
and even Ricotta for a unique combo
Pinot Noir
Brie, Camembert, Feta, Gruyere,
Monterey Jack, Muenster,
Port Salut, Swiss
Port
Blue, Gorgonzola
Riesling
Brie, Blue, Colby, Edam, Gouda,
Monterey Jack
Rioja
Asiago, Cheddar, Havarti
Sangiovese
Blue, Fontina, Mozzarella, Parmesan,
Provolone, Ricotta
Sauvignon Blanc
Asiago, Brie, Cheddar, Feta, goat
cheese, Gruyere, Neufchatel, Parmesan
Shiraz/Syrah
Cheddar, Edam, Gouda, Parmesan
Zinfandel
Asiago, Blue, Feta, goat cheese,
Gouda, Gruyere, Muenster
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Out of the Frying Pan
into the Fryer

OILS
WORDS: MELANIE FRANNER

T

here may be nothing more comforting than a healthy
portion of fried food, especially during a pandemic! And
today’s restaurateurs are able to answer the call in
more ways than one.

INCREASED DEMAND
“Deep-fried food isn’t going anywhere any time soon,” says
Jason Sawitsky, president, VITO Oil Canada. “The efficiency of
frying, and resulting crispness and taste, makes these menu
items not only a logical choice for many establishments, but a
signature item (such as Poutine) for many operators.”
Sawitsky reports that his clients’ menus differ widely in
their offerings of fried food. They range from as high as 98 per
cent for a particular restaurant chain that sells a fair bit of
chicken, to a minimal amount for fine dining locations that
offer fried foods mainly for sides.
Regardless of the quantity of fried items on the menu, however, restaurateurs everywhere are turning to oil filtration
devices to help reduce costs, provide healthier options, and
increase safety.
“The current cost of Canola oil is certainly making restaurateurs take a hard look at their oil consumption and oil-management practices,” says Chris Huxtable, president, Frylow
Canada. “Most of the country is paying more than twice the
amount per jug from this time last year.”

THE LAY OF THE KITCHEN
Some fryer manufacturers have adopted internal filter
machines within the fryers. According to Sawitsky, these
products can be quite expensive and the internal filtration
itself has the same result as traditional methods so there
aren’t any significant cost savings in oil. As a result, owner
operators can be reluctant to invest in them.
The VITO system, however, can simply be dropped in
the deep fryer at full operating temperature during regular
business hours. It runs on a self-timer for five minutes, during
which time it micro filters the frying oil contaminates, including
carbon. Operators then simply move it into the next fryer. The
system works with virtually all makes and models of fryers in
the foodservice industry.
Frylow Canada’s oil filtration systems uses an oil-extending,
photo-catalytic, ceramic device that can be installed in the
deep fryer in less than five minutes. It can be inserted in all
deep fryers, and once there, acts upon the oil at a molecular
level, changing the charge of the electrons in the oil to
negative. Food has a natural negative charge so the food and
oil will repel each other to some degree.
“This means that the food absorbs less oil, creating a
lighter, crispier and healthier deep-fried product,” says
Huxtable. “In addition, this change in the oil now forces the
food to cook from the inside out, rather than the outside in,
which gives you a nice even cook all the way through.”

HIDDEN BENEFITS
Oil-filtration systems, such as those mentioned, can deliver
more than just great-tasting food.
“With Frylow, not only will you see operating costs reduced
and a better-quality food, but Frylow will reduce both
temperature and cook times,” says Huxtable. “In high-volume
restaurants, reducing ticket times can be just as valuable as
reducing operating costs. Cutting ticket times by one-two minwrn

OIL FILTRATION SYSTEMS
CAN DELIVER MORE THAN
JUST GREAT TASTING FOOD
utes can have a huge impact on guest satisfaction, in addition
to turning tables at a faster rate.”
And there are additional advantages as well. Consistent
micro filtration can also help maintain oil quality, as well as the
quality of food product.
“Our customers experience reductions of up to 50 per cent
in their purchase of fryer oil, which results in thousands of
dollars added to their bottom line every year,” says Sawitsky,
who adds that another major advantage experienced by his
customers is the ability to serve the same product quality to
their customers day in and day out by eliminating the flavour
transfer typically found with fryer oil.
Staff safety is another issue that many restaurateurs can
grapple with on a regular basis. Oil filtration systems can
address this too, as well as labour costs.
“There are also significant cost savings realized in labour
when the staff only need to change the oil in the fryers half as
often,” explains Sawitsky. “And with VITO, they do not have to
handle the oil, as opposed to traditional disposal methods,
which are more dangerous because they have to handle large
pots of hot oil.”

DEMAND IS HEATING UP
Fryer oil filtration systems are fast becoming another tool
for savvy restaurateurs. The benefits of these systems are
many — and can be realized on multiple fronts.
One of the things we know for sure is that the demand for
fried foods doesn’t appear to be waning any time soon.
“Since March 2020, we all know that the increase in takeout
and delivery has increased exponentially,” says Huxtable. “One
of the big positives with foods cooked with Frylow is that they
will stay crisper for longer. Having the ability to home deliver
a crispy product has been a major win for our clients.”
Able to reduce oil and labour costs, able to improve food taste
and consistency, and able to increase labour safety — today’s innovative fryer oil filtration systems provide proof positive that some
foods are better moved from the frying pan into the fryer. WRN
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SOUPS & BASES
WORDS: RONDA PAYNE

More taste!
Less work!

A desire for
homestyle comfort
and a focus on labour
issues make soup even
more appealing for all

Choose the best
ready-to-cook quality.
It’s soup season. We can help you delight
your customers while saving you time-consuming
preparation steps. Our vegetables are tasty,
pre-washed, and pre-cut which will help increase
your efficiency when it comes to labour.
They are versatile and you can make delicious
soups like this Barley and Six-Bean Soup.

More inspiration on our website

Arctic Gardens
Onions Diced
6 x 2kg

The vegetables we love.

Arctic Gardens
Spinach Chopped
6 x 2kg

Bonduelle
6 Bean Salad
24 x 540ml

arcticgardensfoodservice.ca

SPOON
INTO A WARM HUG

A

lmost everyone can appreciate
the comfort inherent in a hot
bowl of soup. Whether it’s ethnic
and spicy, cheesy and creamy or more
like a meaty stew, soup is as familiar as a
hug from a dear friend. Suppliers are making it easier for restaurants to continue
offering the popular option, even during
the ongoing labour crunch.
Bringing the comfort of soup to patrons
is part of the cold weather seasons, says
Anit Arora, director of marketing with
Campbell Soup Company Canada.
“Fall and winter are soup season.
Heartier, stick-to-the-ribs type soups,” he
says. “Having those hearty comfort soups
are soothing for consumers looking to
get through the winter season.”
Arora adds that soup is a significant
part of food service with the category
representing $110 million in annual sales
— referencing statistics from Direct Link
Insight’s Q3 2021 report.
Ensuring that hearty soup is memorable for all the right reasons means chefs
want the ability to add their own take
to it. As Pascal Coutant, director food
service sales, Western Canada with
Bonduelle explains, providing laboursaving ingredients allows for customized
creations.
wrn

“Chefs still want to do their own bases
whether it’s for a chili or a pasta sauce or
a soup,” he says. Coutant references the
use of mirepoix to create the base for
many soups, a product frozen at the peak
of its maturity that Bonduelle has seen a
big uptake in foodservice. Providing these
finely chopped vegetables allows chefs to
embrace their creativity without concerns
of the labour requirements in chopping, or
the waste from boxes of whole vegetables.
“The versatility takes out the stress of
the operator,” he says. “It allows them to
have a personal touch. It depends on
what the chef wants to do and mirepoix is
the base. After that, you can dress it up.”
The pandemic led consumers to
comfort foods, but also the comfort foods
of other cultures. Coutant notes that
Datassential says one-third of consumers
are looking forward to trying new global
food and/or flavours this year.
“There’s a mix of branching out to
try cuisines and dishes that provided
some excitement and global flair with
homestyle favourites remaining popular,” he adds.
Another trend is creamy soups.
“Creamy soups seem to be back on
trend. Soups like cream of leak and
vegetable are popular, especially on the

healthcare side,” says Michael Delli Colli,
marketing and R and D director with
Ailments LUDA Foods. “We like to use
our LUDA inspiration culinary cream
base to add on to our vegetable soup base
to create the same experience.”
He says that bold international spices
continue to be part of many soup creations along with the addition of healthy
mushrooms.
“Based on feedback from our customers…
we understand that good texture and
mouthfeel is important,” he says. “Also,
more and more customers are seeking
vegan options.”
Those international spices play a part
in what Arora is seeing in the marketplace where dishes like gumbo, chili,
chowder and lobster bisques are joining
the soup lineup. North African and
Middle Eastern spices are coming out
more frequently and Asian condiments
like chili garlic crisp or chili onion crisp
add even more uniqueness. Additionally,
flavours that bring out familiar Canadian
homestyle vibes stay on-trend: butternut
squash, and grains mixed with large
pieces of braised meats like a vegetable
beef barley.
“Operators are looking for new/unique
ethnic flavours,” he says. “Spicy profiles
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and soups that are versatile which can
easily be adapted into other soup recipes
are popular”.
Soup can be a blank canvas, or one that
offers a bit of a background to work with,
which means restaurateurs can continue
to add as much or as little effort to their
dish as required. They still remain a lowlabour and low-waste item in most
kitchens according to Coutant.
“With costs increasing, soups can be a
good way to help restaurants’ bottom line
and help simplify the prep in the kitchen,”
he says. “They tend to be a little more
popular and more refreshing when the
weather drops. In the fall or winter,
flavours like pumpkin or butternut squash
become more appealing. It’s a great way
to use seasonal vegetables.”
Soup can be a hero in the kitchen.
Whether accompanying a salad or sandwich, making up a starting course or
becoming the main attraction, patrons seek
out the warm, familiar comfort of soup in
winter months. Bringing new ethnic takes
while maintaining the hearty classics is
a good way to appeal to a broad crosssection looking to get out for dining after
pandemic lockdowns. WRN

COMMENTARY

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

WORDS: RICHARD HOY

Unlocking Rewards
for Foodservice Innovation

Colourful Aromatics Without the Chopping
Chefs are constantly changing their menu plans when faced with last
minute labour issues. Soup, however, doesn’t need to add to the
stress when a mirepoix base with colour, texture and flavour can be
pulled from the freezer pre-cut and pre-blanched. The mirepoix blend
from Bonduelle is available year-round, so delivers consistency for
soup ideas, stability in price and a realm of creativity to layer on top.

is Key to Economic Recovery

Authentic Butter Chicken
in a Bowl

I

t has not been an easy time for businesses in the
foodservice industry but, as the country opens up to
international travellers again and use of vaccine
cards gives people more freedom to enjoy themselves,
restaurants will surely feel the benefit.
Restaurants have adapted to the challenges thrown at
them over the course of the pandemic by implementing
innovative new health and safety measures that allowed
business to continue.
However, despite the foodservice sector being
routinely underestimated when it comes to research and
development, it was already a hotbed of innovation.
Plenty of firms in the industry qualify for tax incentives
that encourage the creation of new products and
processes, though many companies don’t claim the
rewards they’re entitled to.
The largest and most important corporate tax
incentive in Canada is SR&ED (Scientific Research &
Experimental Development) and it can be quite lucrative,
so long as you are able to navigate the complexities of
making a claim.

Campbell’s Foodservice says butter chicken is the
No.1 ordered entrée through Uber Eats and No.2
through DoorDash, so it’s no wonder the company has
introduced its Verve Bombay Butter Chicken Soup.
Authentic butter chicken flavours pair with chicken and
rice in a rich, creamy, hearty option. Fully-prepared
means labour saving while still serving outstanding
flavour.

No Chicken, Just Flavour
Having flexibility with bases is key for the bottom line.
Luda’s No-Chicken Soup Base is an instant-mix vegan
option to be whisked into water and heated for any
number of creations to meet changing demands and
creativity. Certified Halal, Kosher, low sodium and glutenfree means this base extends from soup to rice, dressings
or potatoes. It’s consistent flavour delivered reliably.

Some common qualifying activities that
restaurants and foodservice businesses
carry out include:
• Designing experiments which could lead to
new formulations being created in food and
beverage making
• Experimentation (which might include routine
activities such as baking and mixing)
• The testing process, which could even include
something as simple as tasting
• Analysing your results before you make a
conclusion on the success or failure of
your innovation

All of these activities could qualify for SR&ED as the
parameters are very broad. Ultimately, you have to be
able to prove that the work you are doing is necessary
because a technological barrier exists. Don’t be fooled
into thinking that the work you are doing is unlikely to
qualify, just because you’re not wearing a lab coat. There
are plenty of ways in which the foodservice industry is

being innovative, such as
the development of glutenfree products and food
allergy testing. Even the
experimentation of plantbased food that brings
meat-free comfort food to
restaurants could be eligible
for tax incentives.

Evidence
One of the biggest stum- Richard Hoy, president of
bling blocks when sending specialist R&D tax incentive
consultancy, Catax Canada
off a claim to the CRA is
providing the evidence of
your expenditure. Receipts alone aren’t sufficient, as you
will need to prove that the costs you made were in direct
relation to your R&D activity. Restaurants and businesses
must keep proper records and it is best to know this before
you set out on your project, so that you can accurately
log activity as it progresses.

What qualifies?
Not every cost associated with R&D qualifies but the
main qualifying expenses include staff costs, salaries, as
well as payments to contractors and third parties. Most
important in the development of food items is that the
cost of produce used in the development of a product of
process is claimable too.

What’s it worth?
SR&ED allows businesses to claim back up to 41.5
per cent of expenses incurred on activity related to
research and development (R&D). This is a combination
of federal and provincial incentives. It’s important to
note that it varies between provinces, so restaurants
and businesses across Western Canada will receive
SR&ED differently.
Businesses can claim up to 18 months after the tax
year in which the innovation took place, so there is a
good chance that if you didn’t know about the scheme
before, you could still claim substantial amounts, so long
as you have the evidence to support your claim. WRN

Richard Hoy is President of specialist tax consultancy Catax Canada. You can reach him at richard.hoy@catax.com.
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KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
WORDS: FRANK YEO

DOING DISHES
What to Consider When Buying Your Next Dishwasher

Y

ou may think choosing a dishwasher for your restaurant
is relatively simple. The truth is that there are a wide
range of considerations from the size of your restaurant,
volume, to the type of dishes that should inform your decision.
According to Sid Sachdeva, regional contracts manager at Russell
Hendrix, one of the county’s largest distributors of restaurant
equipment, the size of the space, the menu, volume and type of
dishes and the environment are all important. The company
represents Champion, Nexus, Jackson, Hobart, Meiko, and
Electrolux while also custom designing dishwashing stations
through their Custom Fabrication & equipment arm – Quest.
For some, he says, “Made in Canada is a consideration. Champion
is a good solution when that is a requirement. They look at under
counter versus upright versus conveyor, high temperature versus
low temperature units and what other aspects of the washing
station need to be considered.”
On the practical side, knowing the available power in the kitchen
is a good starting point. “There are two types of commercial dishwashers, low temperature and high temperature. Water generally
comes into a space at 43°C and the Health department requires
water to reach 82°C to sanitize dishes. To raise the temperature a
commercial dishwasher will either use an electric booster (high
temperature unit) or chemicals (low temperature unit). We generally
recommend the high temperature units as they are better for the
environment and don’t use added chemicals, lowering costs. While
they use more power, manufacturers are working hard to achieve
energy star ratings making the units more efficient and less costly.”
Sachdeva says the next consideration is the ability for the
machine to reclaim the internal steam heat generated during
wrn

washing without requiring increases in tank heater size or amp
draw. This reduces water consumption over past models and
reduces energy consumption.
“Utilizing vent-less style dishwashers is also considered. If the
dishwasher does require an option to mitigate heat recovery, we
look at units that can condensate heat or where we can install a
vented hood. Quest produces to our custom standards providing
exact solutions for commercial kitchen requirements.”
Operators can further consider whether to purchase an Under
Counter versus Upright machine — an under counter unit is generally
used only for low soil items and low volume environments (e.g., a
café). A standard guideline says Sachdeva is 50 seats or less. The
upright units are designed for more heavy-duty environments
including customers with more seats, kitchens that have more
heavily soiled dishes, pots, pans, and have a larger flow of customers.
Conveyor dishwashers are typically found in large institutions
such as higher education, healthcare, hotels and banquet halls as
these machines are very powerful and can consistently clean up
to 1,000+ dishracks per day. Door type and Rack dishwashers
that sit between a soiled and clean dishtable are solutions for
restaurants, retirement homes, golf courses and caterers. Under
counter options are an excellent choice for smaller kitchens that
you might find in day care, churches, bars, and coffee shops.
Environmental Sustainability is very important in today’s
market and not all manufacturers are equal in this regard, but all
are working to achieve energy star ratings. “Customers can look
to the energy star rating to ensure the units they’re buying
are using less power, chemicals and water, lowering their
environmental footprint,” says Sachdeva.
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Gary Lee, director of sales, MEIKO Clean Solutions Canada,
says “Today’s high-volume restaurants should definitely consider
cleaning technology, hygiene and sustainable solutions in the
commercial dishwasher they choose. Customers demand it from
a sustainability perspective, and your business needs it from a
performance and longevity perspective, especially in how the
machine is built and operates.
For example, a pumped final rinse will guarantee 180˚F water to
consistently sanitize the wares. Double-wall stainless steel
construction will retain heat inside the machine to lower energy
costs and maintain a cooler temperature in the dishroom.
Purchasers should give a close look at the levels of water and
chemical consumption used by the machine, to ensure they buy an
economical dishwasher that can also provide consistently good
cleaning and sustainable results. High-volume restaurants may also
consider upgrading from a door-type dishwasher to a rack-conveyor
dishwasher to increase speed, capacity and other efficiencies.”
MEIKO offers a wide range of sustainable warewashing equipment in every size and application — from undercounters to the
largest flight-type conveyors. “Most of our restaurant customers are
using the M-iClean undercounter and DV 80 door-type, single-rack
dishwasher. The KA Series rack-conveyors offer higher capacity
with speed, performance and consistent, high-quality cleaning
results for restaurants that have higher volumes,” says Lee.
Lee stresses the importance of preventative maintenance.
“Think of your car: Whether you drive 10,000 KM or 60,000 KM
per year, it’s important that you change the oil and provide
maintenance for other parts one-three times a year. The same
applies to a commercial dishwasher: Water, electrical, mechanics
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The KA Series from MEIKO offer higher
capacity with speed, performance and
consistent, high-quality cleaning results.
(Inset) Gary Lee, director of sales,
MEIKO Clean Solutions Canada

and chemicals are all working together. It’s a complex process that
requires every element to be in top form to provide optimal results.”
Dishwashers are complicated machinery and require, at a minimum, an annual inspection so that any needed adjustments can be
made or specific wear-related parts replaced, says Lee. The servicing
technician should provide you with a checklist and summary of the
status of the machine. “More importantly, regular planned maintenance will help reduce potential future problems and down time,
which we know is never good for any restaurant.” WRN

BROKERS
ACOSTA CANADA
Head Office: 250 Rowntree Dairy Road
Vaughan, ON L4L 9J7
Contact: Bruce Cribbs
Tel: (204) 633-7594, Fax: (204) 633-3480
bcribbs@acosta.com
www.acosta.com
Branch Locations: Langley; Calgary;
Winnipeg; Vaughan; Dartmouth; St.
John’s.
Product Lines: Leahy/IFP; Heritage
Frozen Foods; Trident Seafoods Inc.;
Reinhart Foods; Ocean Spray; Maid-Rite
Steak Co.; Tetley Tea; Dare Foods;
Canada Dry Mott’s Inc.; Blaze’s Beans;
Clover Leaf Seafood; Athena

ACOSTA FOODSERVICE CANADA
Head Office: #101 – 250 Schoolhouse St.
Coquitlam, BC V3K 6V7
Contact: Elizabeth Matthews
Tel: (604) 523-0332
ematthews@acosta.com
www.acostafoodservice.com
Branch Locations: Coquitlam, BC;
Mississauga, ON
Product Lines: Badia Spices; Basic
American Foods; Butterball / Exceldor;
Daboom Desserts; Dr Oetker; E.D. Smith;
Ferrero; General Mills; Harlan Bakery;
Nestle Water; Ocean Brands; Ocean
Spray; Premiere Moisson; Splenda;
Trident Seafoods; Trophy; Voortman
Bakery; Wholly Guacamole
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AFFINITY GROUP CANADA
Head Office: 21 East Wilmot
Richmond Hill, ON
Contact: Mark Falck
Tel: (604) 421-5599
mark.falck@agfoodservice.ca
www.agfoodservice.ca
Branch Locations:Burnaby, BC;
Calgary, AB; Laval, QC

BINNER MARKETING
& SALES INC.
Head Office: 400 – 6 Roslyn Road
Winnipeg, MB R3L 0G5
Contact: Bryan Elkie
Tel: (204) 783-3177
Fax: (204) 783-6363
bryane@binnermarketing.com
www.binnermarketing.com
Branch Locations:Winnipeg; Regina;
Saskatoon; Edmonton; Calgary;
Vancouver
Product Lines: Tree of Life; Central Smith;
Backerhaus Veit; Highliner; Montpac;
David Roberts; Tyson; Kikkoman; Kellogg’s;
Western Rice Mills; Sara Lee; O Sole Mio;
Fresca; Primo; The Food Source; Eska;
BeeMaid; Bothwell; Paradise Island;
Country Queen

C.W. SHASKY & ASSOCIATE LTD.
Head Office: 2880 Portland Drive
Oakville, ON
Contact: Sales
Tel: (905) 829-9414, Fax: (905) 829-2890
info@shasky.com
www.shasky.com

Product Lines: Mcllhenny Company Tabasco Brand; Monin Gourmet
Flavourings; Patak’s; Eli’s Cheesecake;
Empacadora del Golfo de Mexico
- Faro Brand; Frosty Boy; Mancini;
MiMi Foods; Rosina Food Products

CALKINS & BURKE LTD.
Head Office: 800-1500 W. Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6G 2Z6
Contact: Ken Jones
Tel: (604) 669-3741
Fax: (604) 669-9732
www.calbur.com
Branch Locations: Calgary,
Vancouver & Toronto
Product Lines: Canned Food (fruits/
vegetables/tuna etc.); Salmon;
Frozen Seafood.

CONCORD NATIONAL
Head Office: Suite 400,
1124 Lonsdale Avenue
North Vancouver, BC V7M 2H1
Contact: Randy Mullock
Tel: (604) 986-7341 x 104
Fax: (604) 986-5061
randy.mullock@concordnational.com
www.concordnational.com
Branch Locations: Calgary, Edmonton
& Winnipeg
Product Lines: Citadelle; Fillippo Berio;
Harold T. Griffin; Rose Packing; La Cocina;
Gielow Pickles; Kronos Foods; Ultima Foods;
Lindsay Olives; naturSource; Illy Coffee;
Olympic Dairy; Lantmannen Unibake
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GOLD STAR INTERNATIONAL

RIVERWOOD SALES

#278 Auburn Bay Blvd. SE, Calgary
Contact: Rhonda Goldberg
Tel: (403) 471-7075
rhonda@goldstarinternational.ca
www.goldstarinternational.ca

Head Office:
3830 1st Ave., Burnaby, BC V5C 3W1
Contact: Warren Smith
Tel: (604) 876-5688
riverwood@riverwoodsales.com
www.riverwoodsales.com

Product Lines: Snacks; Food and
Beverage; Bar Tools

INFORM BROKERAGE INC.
Head Office: 2286 Holdom Avenue
Burnaby, BC V5B 4Y5
Ontario Head Office: 50 Leek Crescent
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4J3
Contact: Karyssa Veltri
Tel: 604-324-0565
marketing@informbrokerage.com
www.informbrokerage.com
Providing innovative solutions to our
customers and principals across
Canada in Foodservice, HMR Bakery
Deli and Convenience.
Branch Locations: British Columbia,
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Ontario, Quebec and Atlantic

INTERNATIONAL
PACIFIC SALES LTD.

TREE OF LIFE CANADA INC.
Head Office:
6030 Freemont Blvd.
Mississauga, ON L5R 3X4
Contact: Tom Hatges
Tel: (905) 361-9448
tom.hatges@treeoflife.com
www.treeoflife.ca
Branch Locations:Vancouver, Calgary,
Mississauga
Product Lines: Brands: Bob’s Red Mill;
Kinnikinnick; Blue Diamond; Walkers;
Nineteen02 Kombucha; Kicking Horse
Cold Brew Coffee; Just Craft Soda;
Angostura Bitters; Bottle Green; Conimex;
Sharwoods; Dos Amigos; Four Monks;
Sunshine Farms; Tyrrell’s; Eat Nakd; Taste
of Nature; The Finest Call Bar Mixes;
Real Cocktail Ingredients; Natures Nuts
Almond Butter; ThreeWorks Apple Chips

Head Office:
#150-13151 Vanier Place
Richmond, BC V6V 2J1
Tel: (604) 273-7035,
Fax: (604) 273-6720
Toll Free: (800) 525-5155
www.internationalpacificsales.com

DISTRIBUTORS

Canada’s first foodservice brokerage
house. Largest experienced professional
sales force. In-depth knowledge of
foodservice, operations, menu and
HMR development. Culinary centre
and meeting facilities. Complete
Western Canadian foodservice and
retail coverage.

Head Office: P.O. Box 13, 155 Hwy 3
Lower East Pubnico, NS B0W 2A0
Contact: George Cunningham
Tel: (902) 762-3663
Fax: (902) 762-0551
alyssafoods@gmail.com
www.alyssafoods.com

Branch Locations: Alberta; British
Columbia; Saskatchewan; Manitoba

PRO-CAN SALES LTD.
Head Office: 305 Minnehaha Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R4A 1A5
Contact: Abe Wiebe
Tel: (204) 230-5133
procan@mymts.net
Product Lines: Golden Boy Foods;
Richardson Oil; Marina Del Rey; Peanut
Butter; Nuts; Baking Dried Fruits; Snacks,
Canned Goods; spices; Cleaning;
Health & Beauty
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Product Lines: Take Out Packaging; Take
Out Bags; Folding Cartons; Cake Boxes;
Coffee Cups; Cold Cups; Compostable
Packaging; Tamper Evident Containers;
Bakery Packaging; Microwaveable
Packaging; Bread Bags; Sandwich Bags;
Salad Containers; woodenware; and
more; Deli Meats; Dry Cured Meats;
Chicken Strips; Beef Strips; Sausages;
Chicken Breasts; Meatballs; Ingredients;
Dry Mixes and Sauces; Fruit Fillings;
Cream Puffs; Macarons; and more

ALYSSA FOODS

Product Lines: Split Salt Cod; Boned Salt
Cod; Minced Salt Cod; Split Salt Pollock;
Boned Salt Pollock

B.B.C. SALES & SERVICE LTD.
Head Office: 8235 Swenson Way
Delta, BC V4G 1J5
Contact: Ken Robyn
Tel: (604) 589-7802
Fax: (604) 589-7820
krobyn@bbcsales.com
www.bbcsales.com
Product Lines: Newco Coffee Equipment;
Urnex; Franke Expresso; Elmeco; FBD;
Rockline; 3M Cuno Water Filters

Branch Locations: Calgary, AB; Port
Coquitlam, BC; Winnipeg, MB
Product Lines: Exclusive distributors of
Taylor Equipment: soft serve; grills; frozen
drink machines; Henny Penny: fryers;
combi ovens; merchandising cabinets;
Kold-Draft ice machines; Flavor Burst
flavored syrups

BOSA FOODS
Specialty Food Importers Since 1957
Head Office: 1465 Kootenay Street
Vancouver, BC V5K 4Y3
Contact: Victor Benedet – VP Sales
Tel: (604) 253-5578
Fax: (604) 253-5656
orderdesk@bosafoods.com
www.bosafoods.com

FOOD SERVICE
SOLUTIONS INC.
Head Office: #2 – 6599 Kitimat Rd.
Mississauga, ON L5N 4J4
Contact: Megan Koehler
Tel: (905) 363-0309, Fax: (905) 363-0426
info@myfss.ca
www.foodservicesolutions.ca

CALCANA INDUSTRIES LTD.
Head Office: 5507 – 6th Street SE
Calgary, AB T2M 1L6
Contact: John Vancak
Tel: (403) 777-0808
Fax: (403) 777-0807
Toll Free: (800) 778-6729
sales@calcana.com
www.calcana.com

HARLAN FAIRBANKS
Head Office: 1780 Selkirk Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R2R 0N6
Contact: Danny Kalyniuk
Tel: (204) 594-2973, Cell: (204) 470-3514
Fax: (204) 697-1789
danny@harlans.ca
www.harlans.ca
Branch Locations: Winnipeg,
Edmonton, Calgary, Regina,
Saskatoon, Vancouver, Nanaimo,
Seattle/Kent

Product Lines: Boyd’s Coffee,
Cappuccino, Hot Chocolate, Tea;
SlushPuppie; Thelma’s Lemonade; ICEE;
Parrot Ice; Freezers; Smoothies; Carbon’s
Waffles; Syrups; Juices; Perfect Fry; Pizza
Warmers; Harvest Hot Dogs; Rico’s
Nachos & Cheese; Popcorn; Cotton
Candy; Sno-Kones; Soft Serve Ice Cream
& Yogurt; Ice Cream Cones; Twister,
Milkshakes & Ice Cream Toppings.

Branch Locations: National Across
Canada

Product Lines: PH Series Patio Heaters;
Variable Input Burners; Stainless Steel Construction

CANADIAN TRADE HOUSE
Head Office: Suite 201 – 4216 10th Street
NE
Calgary, AB T2E 6K3
Contact: Karen Vicenzino
Tel: (403) 237-8829
Fax: (403) 237-8830
karenv@canadiantradehouse.com
www.canadiantradehouse.com
Branch Locations: Toronto, ON;
Kelowna, BC
Product Lines: Hot Stuff; Jones; Quickcakes

CONTINENTAL IMPORTERS LTD.
Head Office: 1856 Pandora Street
Vancouver, BC V5L 1M5
Contact: Amy Valagao
Tel: (604) 253-3115
Fax: (604) 253-1331
sales@contimport.com
www.continentalimporters.ca
Product Lines: Olive Oils; Vinegars;
Cooking Wines; Foie Gras; Spices; Pasta;
Tomato Products; Olives; Mustard; Mineral
Water; Pasta Crackers; Salsas; Wild
Salts/ Rice; Truffle Products; Mushrooms;
Cheese; Frozen Fish/Meats/Nuts; Pickles;
Peppercorns; Dry/Canned Beans; Biscuits;
Wafers & Cookies; Chocolate; and many
more lines of product.

DSL LTD. – INNOVATIVE
FOOD EQUIPMENT

Product Lines: ORVED; Scotsman
– Scotsman Ice Systems; Antunes;
Adventys; Vitamix – Vitamix Commercial;
HESTAN; Wood Stone; ACP, Inc.
(Amana); Brunner Anliker; LAINOX;
Cres Cor; Rotor; Sunkist; Nor-Lake; BSI

GBS FOODSERVICE
EQUIPMENT INC.
Head Office: 2871 Brighton Road
Oakville, ON L6H 6C9
Contact: Paul Douglas
Tel: (905) 829-5534
Fax: (905) 829-9914
pdouglas@gbscooks.com
www.gbscooks.com
Product Lines: Combi Star; American
Range; Campus Products Inc; CPI;
Fri-Jado; Instinct Faucets; ITV Ice Machines;
Infrico; Ultrafryer; Zummo Juicers; Meat
Locker; Winholt; Finity Water Systems

GERHARDS IMPORTERS
CANADA
Head Office:
319 – 1228 Old Innes Road
Ottawa, ON K1B 3V3
Contact: Colin Toevs
Tel: (613) 563-3692
Fax: (613) 563-3807
info@gerhardscanada.com
www.gerhardscanada.com
Product Lines: 1883; Pacific; The Chai
Company; Ghirardelli; Numi Tea; Alya
Matcha; Umpqua Oats; Mountain
Cider; Oregon Chai; Kohana; Kombucha
Wonder Drink; Hollander; Milkadamia;
Smartfruit

GORDON FOOD SERVICE
CANADA
www.gfscanada.com

Head Office: 14520 128th Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5L 3H6
Contact: Reeve Bunn
Tel: (800) 665-1125
Fax: (780) 452-0660
reeve.bunn@dslinc.com
www.dslinc.com

Branch Locations: British Columbia;
Edmonton; Calgary; Winnipeg;
Montreal; Quebec; Ontario; Alantic
Product Lines: Beverage; Equipment &
Smallware; Paper Packaging & Chemical;
Dairy; Produce; Protein; Grocery; Frozen
wrn

wrn
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Brokers & Distributors Guide
J & S FOOD SERVICE
Head Office: 6040 Gateway Blvd.
Edmonton, AB T6H 2H6
Contact: Scott Richardson
Tel: (780) 435-5446, Fax: (780) 435-5896
jsfoodservice@telus.net
www.jandsfoodservice.com
Branch Locations: #121, 2312 –
52nd Avenue SE, Calgary, AB
Product Lines: ADM; AB Mauri;
Vanderpol; Campbells; Original Cakerie;
Solo Cup; Gourmet Baker; Maple Leaf;
Alasko; Arctic Chiller; Bunge; Richardson
Oil; General Mills; Lantic Sugar; Boulart;
Foley’s Candies’ English Bay; Unilever

KENDALE PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office: 465 Central Avenue
Fort Erie, ON L2A 3T8
Contact: Bobby D’Ambrosio
Tel: (905) 994-9479
Toll Free: (888) 887-9923
kendale@kendale.ca
www.kendale.ca
Product Lines: Pressure Fryers; Warmers;
Condiments & Seasonings; Broaster®
“Chicken Program”; Southern Pride; BBQ
Pitts & Smokers; Mobile & Stationary;
Gas & Electric Models (150lb – 1400lb);
Rubs & Sauce Mixes; Hickory Chips &
Organic Hardwood Logs

KLONDIKE FOODS INC.
Head Office: 14804- 119th Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5L 2P2
Contact: Jack Trach or Charmaine Slosky
Tel: (780) 451-6677
Fax: (780) 451-7733
k1ondike@planet.eon.net
www.klondikefoods.com
Product Lines: Garbage Bags; T-Shirt
Bags; Deli Bags; Produce Bags; Food
Film/Foil; Vacuum Bags; Wild Blueberry
Juice; Organic Oats/Hemp Bits/Oils;
Honey/Sauces/Rice/Cookies; Canned
Fruits; Cheese Sauce/Puddings

MEADOWFRESH DAIRY
CORPORATION
Head Office: #100-1373 Kebet Way
Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 1G6
Contact: Kim Simpson
Tel: (604) 472-0786
Fax: (604) 472-0787
kim@meadowfresh.ca
www.meadowfresh.ca
Product Lines: Homogenize Milk; 2%
Milk; Skim Milk; 10% Milk; Half & Half;
18% Cream; Whip Cream; Sour Cream;
Cream Cheese; Chocolate Milk;
Buttermilk; Mascarpone Cheese

MONDO FOODS
COMPANY LTD.
Head Office: 40 Otter Street
Winnipeg, MB R3T 4T7
Contact: Tom De Nardi
Tel: (204) 453-7722
Fax: (204) 453-3256
tom@mondofoods.com
www.mondofoods.com
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Product Lines: Mozzarella; Cheddar
Specialty; Imported; Parmeson; Romano;
Pizza; Tomatoes (canned); Pasta; Fresh
Produce; Chocolate; Baking Goods;
Expreso Coffee; Flour; Olives; General
Grocery; Expresso; Meats

NP FOODS
Head Office: 44 Higgins Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3B 0A5
Contact: Ernie McIvor
Tel: (204) 982-4700
Fax: (204) 943-8624
npfoods@mymts.net
www.butterstone.ca

QUALIFIRST FOODS

SHAFER – HAGGART LTD.

Head Office:
60 Ronson Drive, Unit 6
Toronto, ON M9W 1B3
Contact: Jodi Mackinnon
Tel: (416) 866-1177
www.qualifirst.com

Head Office: 2855 Arbutus St., Suite 201
Vancouver, BC V6J 0E6
Contact: Bridgette Bloy
Tel: (604) 669-5512, Fax: (604) 669-9554
bbloy@shafer-haggart.com
www.shafer-haggart.com

Branch Locations: Vancouver, BC

Branch Locations: Vancouver, Mississauga, Montreal, Halifax

Product Lines: Extra virgin olive oils;
spices; Michel Cluizel chocolates;
molecular gastronomy ingredients;
grains; sea salt; oil; vinegars; Dijon;
teas, chestnuts; bitters

Product Lines: Success Canned Fruits;
Vegetables; Rice; Oils & Condiments;
Admiral Canned Seafood; Private Label
inquiries welcome.

Product Lines: Always Bagels;
Butterstone Baked Goods; Chevalier
Snack Cakes; Dad’s Old Fashion Sodas;
Gourmet Nantel; Greenlee Bakery; Jones
Soda; La Bree Bakery; Mrs. Freshleys
Baking; Oakrun Farm Bakery; Pecos Bill
Jerky; Specialty Bakers; Stuarts Sodas

OTB FOODS INC.
Head Office:
177 North Meadow Cr.
Thornhill, ON L4S 3C4
Contact: Hector Szulansky
Tel: (905) 889-3323
otbfoods@rogers.com
www.otbfoods.com
Product Lines: Texturas: Albert and
Ferran Adria; Olicatessen: Extra Virgin
Olive Oil & Olive products; Syren: Saffron,
Selectia I Quality, Hot-Sweet & Smoked
Paprika; Olivar De Segura: Extra Virgin
Olive Oil; Italian products: Truffle products
(sauces-oils-slices-pastes-honey salt)

SONRAY SALES LTD.
Head Office: Unit #3 – 801 West 1st Street
North Vancouver, BC V7P 1A4
Contact: Jeff K. Hornell
Tel: (604) 986-3402, Fax: (604) 985-6431
sales@sonray.com
www.sonray.com

RUSSELL HENDRIX

Product Lines: Rice; Soy Sauce; Honey;
Parchment Paper; Granola; Miso; Peanut
Butter; Rice Flour

Head Office:
1255 Venables Street
Vancouver, BC V6A 3X6
Tel: (604) 253-6611,
Fax: (604) 253-0807
www.russellhendrix.com

Broadline Distributor
Pratts Food Service Manitoba
101 Hutchings Street,
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2V4
Tel: (204) 949-2832,
Fax: (204) 949-4700
Pratts Food Service Saskatchewan
1450 Park Street,
Regina, SK S4N 2G2
Tel: (306) 546-5444,
Fax: (306) 546-5555
Pratts Food Service Alberta
291196 Wagon Wheel Rd.,
Rocky View, AB T4A 0E2
Tel: (403) 476-7728,
Fax: (403) 452-8031
Servicing Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, NW Ontario, Thunder Bay,
Nunavut, Northwest Territories
& the Yukon
“Better Things Come From Pratts”
www.pratts.ca

TRANSCOLD
DISTRIBUTION LTD.
Head Office: 1460 Cliveden Avenue
Delta, BC V3M 6L9
Contact: Jaime Gifford
Tel: (604) 519-6847
Fax: (604) 519-0606
Jaime.gifford@transcold.com
www.transcold.ca
Branch Locations: Delta, BC; Victoria,
BC; Nanaimo, BC; Edmonton, AB &
Calgary, AB; Burlington, WA; Portland,
OR; Chino, CA; National City, CA;
Kent, WA
Product Lines: Magum, Popsicle; Ben &
Jerry’s; Klondike; Breyers; Island Farms;
Sara’s Ice Cream Cakes; Chapman’s;
Jack Links Jerky; Frozen Coconut Avalon
Ice Cream

WHITE CAP DISTRIBUTION

Branch Locations:
Victoria, BC
2122 Douglas Street V8T 4L3
Tel: (250) 386-3161,
Fax: (250) 385-7433

SYSCO PRAIRIES
Head Office: 1570 Clarence Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3T 1T6
Contact: Alan Zacharias
Tel: (204) 478-4000
Fax: (204) 453-5409
zacharias.alan@wpg.sysco.ca
www.sysco.ca

Calgary, AB
5707 – 4th Street SE T2H 3P7
Tel: (403) 253-1383,
Fax: (403) 255-4174
Edmonton, AB
10808 – 120th Street T5H 3P7
Tel: (780) 423-4221,
Fax: (780) 428-0524

PRATTS FOOD SERVICE

Product Lines: Beef; Pork; Veal; Lamb;
Bison; Processed Meats; Wieners;
Sausage; Chicken; Processed Chicken;
Goat; Turkey; Seafood; Desserts

Product Lines: Full-line distributor
including Produce; Protein; Poultry;
Seafood; Grocery; Beverage; Frozen
& Dairy; Equipment & Foodservice
Supplies

Saskatoon, SK
1202 Quebec Avenue S7K 1V2
Tel: (306) 652-7777,
Fax: (306) 244-0225

TGP (THE GROCERY PEOPLE)

Winnipeg, MB
951 Erin Street
Tel: (204) 775-8835,
Fax: (204) 774-0042

Head Office: 14505 Yellowhead Trail
Edmonton, AB T5L 3C4
Contact: Sanja Jovanovic
Tel: (780) 447-5791, Fax: (780) 452-7759
sanja.jovanovic@tgp.ca
www.tgp.ca

Thunder Bay, ON
441 Hardisty Street P7C 3G9
Tel: (807) 623-2544,
Fax: (807) 623-6584

Branch Locations: Edmonton, AB;
Calgary, AB; Kamloops, BC; Saskatoon, SK; Winnipeg, MB
Product Lines: Broad line national brand
distributor including Produce; Protein; Poultry;
Seafood; Grocery; Beverage; Frozen &
Dairy; Paper Packaging & Chemical

SEACORE SEAFOOD INC.
Head Office: 81 Aviva Park Drive
Woodbridge, ON L4L 9C1
Contact: Sal Battaglia
Tel: (905) 856-6222
Fax: (905) 856-9445
orders@seacore.ca
www.seacore.ca

TO-LE-DO FOODSERVICE

Product Lines: OceanPrime; Housecut
Certified; A Fresh Catch; Full line of fresh
and frozen fish, seafood & live lobsters.
wrn

Head Office: 2430 McGillivray Blvd.
Winnipeg, MB R3Y 1G6
Contact: Barry Rooney
Tel: (204) 487-3340
Fax: (204) 489-9444
barry.rooney@toledofoodservice.ca
www.toledofoodservice.ca
wrn

Head Office: 144 Plymouth Street
Winnipeg, MB R2X 2Z1
Contact: Barry Lavallee
Tel: (204) 586-9615
Fax: (204) 589-8448
blavallee@whitecapfoods.com
www.whitecapdistribution.com
Product Lines: Frozen Fruit & Vegetables;
Cheese; Poultry; Meats; Seafood; Paper
Goods; Bread; Potato Products; Soups

WINDY CITY DISTRIBUTORS
Head Office: 44 Higgins Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3B 0A5
Contact: Peter Yourohenlio
Tel: (204) 982-4700
Fax: (204) 943-8624
windycity@mts.net
Product Lines: Tradition Ste-Julie Fudge;
Jones Soda; Activ Water; Adina (Organic
Holistic Beverage); Specialty Baker;
Farm Bakery

WORLD WISE DISTRIBUTION
Head Office: Winnipeg, Manitoba
Contact: Chris Boreski
Tel: (204) 338-8968
Fax: (888) 346-4963
email@worldwise.ca
www.worldwise.ca
Branch Locations: Winnipeg; Regina;
Toronto & Calgary
Product Lines: Organic Natural; Gluten
Free; Kosher; L’Ancetre Organic Cheese;
Multiwise Multigrain; Jones Soda; Best
Cooking Flours (Gluten Free); Cavena
Nuoa-Naked Oats; Organic Meats;
Coconut Bliss Ice Cream (Dairy Free);
Island Way Sorbet; Dads Rootbeer; Ethical
Bean Coffee (Fair Trade); Food for Life
Sprouted Grain Breads; Pre-cooked Baked
Potatoes; Gluten Free Pasta; Sol Cuisine
Tofu; Urban Zen Green Tea

“Keep up on the Lastest News
for the Foodservice Industry”
Subscribe today to the NEW Western
Restaurant News BI-WEEKLY
E-NEWSLETTER free of charge!
Just a simple click away, go to:
www.westernrestaurantnews.com
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CHEF OF THE WEST

WORDS: NICOLE SHERWOOD
PHOTO: PHILLIP CHIN

FROM SCRATCH: SCALLOPS DISH

E

xecutive Chef Sebastián Delgago Sánchez has learned
a lot from his Peruvian roots and has been working
hard to share it with Canadians.
While his parents weren’t chefs, they cooked very well,
and helped inspire him to have his own unique restaurant
one day.
The 36-year-old has been a chef for the past 13 years. He
was living in Spain and decided that the best thing would be
to go to Lima, Peru and study his roots.
After doing culinary arts in Lima, he worked with some
very recognizable chefs in Peru and Spain. He spent a whole
year with Arzak - a three-star Michelin restaurant- and did
work with other awarded chefs as well. Working in a threestar Michelin restaurant shows you about commitment and
gives you an idea of what a chef ’s life is like.
“Either you like it or you don’t. If you can take it, you’ll
make it anywhere. It was very hard. At some point in my first
three months, I thought I couldn’t take it anymore. But
thanks to the inspiration and all the learning process I kept
on going.”
Sánchez’s first restaurant job was when he was 22. They
put him straight into pastry with four other cooks, just to
gauge his commitment.
“If you stayed for three months then you would rotate into
the kitchen. Of course, they don’t tell you this. So out of the five
that got into pastry only I stayed there and could start cooking
after three months. Good thing I like doing pastry,” he explains.
Sánchez says that he doesn’t necessarily call his cooking
a passion.
“Passion is defined as a strong and barely controllable
emotion. This is kind of like a non-stop curiosity and
excitement that keeps me creating and making dishes. The
emotions are there but I control them. I read, do my research,
play around like a kid seeing what other ways there are to
cook an ingredient or learning about mixing flavours. So, it’s
something that I love to do.”
Sánchez came to Canada at the beginning of 2019. He was
looking for a better quality of life and found it in Vancouver,
where he has been now for three years.
Working at Ancora Waterfront Dining and Patio, he has
been able to showcase what Peruvian and Nikkei food is
marriaging the flavours of Peruvian and Japanese cuisine.
His inspiration comes from a lot of places, people and
even animals.
“Sometimes I like to create the environment of a shellfish
on a plate. Sometimes I see dishes that I like and try to make

INGREDIENTS FOR 4 PEOPLE
For the Huacatay/edamame purée
50g huacatay
500g edamame
1u small white onion
100g unsalted butter
250ml chicken stock
Sweat onions with butter until transparent. Add edamame and peas, stir. Add the chicken
stock, bring it to a boil and quickly remove into a cold Bain Marie. Blend, strain in Bain
Marie and season with salt and 150ml of Huacatay puree. Transfer to walking fridge until
completely cold. Freeze and store properly in 500ml deli cups.

Shred the black pudding and sauté quick in a pan, reserve. In a different pan add the
sofrito, the sugar and the butter and let it caramelized. Once caramelized add it to the
black pudding and coat it... Strain the grease, add apple in brunoise and transfer the filling
to a tray and let it cool down. Once it’s cold you can start making the wontons.
For the scallops
16u Hokkaido scallops
Salt the scallops. Sear them in a pan. Reserve.

Deep frying pork belly.

2

Searing the scallops.

For the pork Belly
12oz
Cure the pork belly overnight. Sous vide for 24 hours at 70 Celsius degree. Deep fry.
For the sauce
4spoon unsalted butter
40g edamame
10ml chicken stock
lemon
canola oil

4 Cipollini (cut in 4th, previously sous vide)
10ml white wine
10g caviar
salt

In a pan sear the Cipollini, add the wine, let it evaporate all the alcohol, add chicken stock,
edamame, reduce the stock a little bit turn off the fire and add the butter, caviar and dash
of salt and lemon.
Present the scallops in the plate, making a couple of smears with the huacatay/edamame
purée. Place four scallops, three pieces of pork belly and three wontons in each plate and
add the sauce. To finish the plate add some guindilla (Spanish pickle hot pepper) and
some micro greens. Note: Make sure the sauce is poured only on top of the scallops so
that the wontons and pork belly stay crunchy.

FOR EXECUTIVE CHEF SEBASTIÁN DELGAGO SÁNCHEZ COOKING
IS A NON-STOP CURIOSITY AND EXCITEMENT
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For the black pudding wonton
1u Spanish black pudding
125ml sofrito (poached onions and garlic)
55gr brown sugar
30gr unsalted butter
1/2u granny apple
12u wonton wrappers

them my way with the Nikkei twist. My
mentors inspired me a lot and I just try to
keep inspiring the people from my team
the same way they did with me. I was
raised in Spain, so the countries inspired
me a lot too. I like to play with mixing
different cultures. Especially Peruvian,
Asian and Spanish.”
For Sánchez everything starts in the
kitchen.
“First all the cooks must know every
ingredient we use and every story behind
the dish. Then the servers are the ones
that pass on that information to the
customers, so it is very important for them
to know the whole menu. To me it makes

EVERYTHING STARTS IN THE KITCHEN

STEP BY STEP

me proud when I see a person from
any other part of the world explaining
what Nikkei food is.”
He hasn’t had much time for competitions since coming to Canada. However,
before arriving he had signed up to a “best
appetizer in the city” competition in Spain
where he entered two appetizers. When
the results came in, he had won first place.
“This is a challenging career”, says
Sanchez. “You have to start at the bottom.
But consistency, effort and not procrastinating will take you far. I think that
becoming a professional with standards
and principles is one of the greatest
achievements for me.” WRN
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Adding edmame peas to scallops.

4

Topping scallops with the caviar
beurre blanc.

FINAL PLATING
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FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

new PRODUCTS
iTradeNetwork Introduces OrderMaestro
iTradeNetwork, the food and beverage industry’s largest network with over 8,000
food and beverage trading partners, has launched OrderMaestro for distributors
— a mobile e-commerce solution that automates and streamlines the ordering process
for their customers. OrderMaestro
enables distributors to create powerful loyalty programs, easily promote
specific products, increase sales
opportunities, and deliver a best-inclass mobile ordering experience
that customers love.
OrderMaestro is a branded
e-commerce platform that catapults distributors into the digital
age and allows them to do more
with less. iTradeNetwork designed
OrderMaestro to offer a personalized
experience for customers. Distributors will not only grow sales
revenue, but they will also provide
an intuitive and scalable ordering
experience for their customers.
This best-in-class solution provides clear order guides across units, auto-generates
orders from past purchases and offers configurable workflows to streamline purchase
order (PO) approvals — but that scratches the surface of what OrderMaestro is
capable of doing:

Forty Creek Sets New
Record with Top Honours
at the 2022 Canadian
Whisky Awards
Forty Creek Whisky had a record-setting
total of 14 wins at the 2022 Canadian Whisky
Awards, presented in Victoria, B.C. — including the coveted ‘Award of Excellence for
Innovation’ presented to Forty Creek Master’s Cut. With 11 medals and three awards,
Forty Creek surpassed its previous record,
with an additional five wins — a testament
to the distinguished range, extraordinary
flavours, and expert craftsmanship.
“Forty Creek offers a whisky for every
taste, from the novice sipper to the connoisseur,
and these awards celebrate our commitment
to delivering a best-in-class experience,”

Create Powerful Loyalty Programs That Attract and Engage Customers:
Build a loyal customer base and increase revenue with in-app promotions. With
OrderMaestro, distributors can create loyalty programs, drive volume to specific
products, get rid of excess inventory quickly, run holiday and seasonal promotions
and more.
Gift Your Customers with Effortless Onboarding in an Easy-to-Use Mobile App:
With widespread labour shortages, onboarding and ease-of-use is top of mind for
distributors and their customers. OrderMaestro is simple to manage and requires no
formal training — customers can submit POs from their mobile devices in minutes.
3-Touch “Scan-To-Search’’ Smart Barcode Scanning:
Now, customers can place an order or take inventory in as little as three taps.
OrderMaestro’s barcode scanning and voice recognition functionality allow users
to auto-populate product information right from their mobile devices.
Collaborate In Real-Time and Increase Customer Satisfaction:
With alerts, distributors can notify their customers about when to expect delays
based on weather conditions, changes in account cut-off times and more.
Gain Visibility into Customer Purchases, So You Can Grow Your Business:
With barcode scanning and voice recognition technology, collect rich, comprehensive
data on the products customers are purchasing from other suppliers.
“In a very competitive foodservice distribution market, OrderMaestro is the key to
differentiating yourself,” said Wills McMahon, senior product manager at iTradeNetwork.
“Distributors will be able to increase sales through our in-app promotions while
delivering a best-in-class mobile ordering solution to their customers. It’s a win-win.”

says Bill Ashburn, Forty Creek’s master
blender, who celebrates 35 years of creating
whiskies this year and who was named 2020
Canada Master Whisky Blender of the Year
by NYISC. “Our Master’s Cut Whisky is a
point of pride for our distillery team and
we’re truly honoured to be recognized as an
innovator among our peers.”
The brand received the Award of Excellence for Innovation for Forty Creek Master’s
Cut which launched in September 2021 as the
brand’s first-ever cask strength whisky. With a
single pass, 100 per cent pot distillation
process, Forty Creek Master’s Cut is aged in
a mixture of ex-bourbon barrels and experienced Canadian whisky barrels. The result is a
masterful liquid that delivers notes of vanilla
and wood, an aroma of candied fruit and
florals, and a lingering spicy finish.
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King Cole Ducks Limited . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Lactalis Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30
Meiko Clean Solutions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
MRFA - MB Restaurant & Foodservice
Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Ponderosa Mushrooms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14
Pratts Wholesale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Restaurants Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,11

Reuven International Ltd . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Russell Food Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Sabroso Foods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Star POS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16
Sysco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .OBC
Thunderbird Machinery . . . . . . . . . . . . . .42
Vito Oil Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Wholesale Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 19
wrn

